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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Modern high-performance networks support Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA)
which allows processes to directly read or write, to or from userspace memory of any
remote process completely bypassing the remote CPU and operating system. Traditionally,
this direct access to the memory of other processes has been used to implement fast
message passing systems [HSJ+06]. However, the semantics of message passing requires
expensive interactions at the receiving side where an incoming message needs to be
matched to the correct receive statement in order to determine the buffer address for
the message. Remote Memory Access (RMA) and Partitioned Global Address Space
(PGAS) programming models reflects in a better way the characteristics of RDMA-
enabled hardware. For instance in the RMA programming model the abstraction of a
communication between processes is similar to the primitives provided by RDMA. Indeed
RMA defines remote reads and writes operations in which the target buffer is specified
at the source, and it also defines synchronization primitives.
Writing a parallel application using a RMA programming model allows the Run
Time System (RTS) of the application to directly use RDMA-enabled Network Interfece
Controllers (NICs) to perform the whole transmission without the interaction of the
operating system. This often leads to significant improvements in application perfor-
mance [BBNY06, SAW+12, GBH13].
Established RMA programming models, such as Unified Parallel C (UPC), Fortran
2008, SHMEM, or MPI-3 One Sided, mainly focus on data movement (e.g., put and
get) and memory synchronization (e.g., flush or fence). Process synchronization
is often performed via non-scalable bulk synchronization functions (e.g., barrier in
UPC and SHMEM; fence in MPI-3 One Sided; sync all in Fortran 2008), scalable
group synchronization functions (e.g., post, start, complete, wait in MPI-3 One
Sided; sync images in Fortran 2008), or through busy waiting on memory locations (in
combination with memory synchronizations such as flush in MPI-3 or sync memory
in Fortran 2008).
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However, as we will show, each of these synchronization mechanisms requires at least
one additional round-trip message between the processes. This synchronization overhead
may drastically reduce the performance of applications where a processor is forced to stall
until the synchronization is acknowledged. For instance, this overhead is critical in the
bounded buffer form of the general producer-consumer pattern. This pattern is common
in parallel applications using any form of halo exchange, tree-based communication, or
any tasking system. Such producer-consumer patterns are ideally supported by message
passing where the completion of the receive indicates the reception of the message.
In this work, we investigated all the existing synchronization methods available in
the message passing and RMA communication models targeting RDMA-based high-
performance networks. We analysed the limitations of the existing synchronization
protocols and we propose to extend RMA programming models with a new mechanism
called Notified Access which allows the target process to detect when a transfer is
completed without additional messages.
Notified Access creates a new programming model with semantics in between pure
message passing and pure (passive) RMA programming, combining the strengths of both.
Furthermore we extended a highly-optimized MPI-3 One Sided library with a set of
calls that reflects the Notified Access communication model. We demonstrate performance
gains in a ping-pong and a computation/communication overlapping benchmarks and
three real world applications: a stencil computation, a tree computation, and a Cholesky
factorization implemented with tasks.
The rest of the document is organized in this way:
• In Chapter 2 we introduce the context of our project, briefly describing RMA,
RDMA, the buffer-bounded form of the producer/consumer problem. Moreover we
describe our target architecture and we define the notation used in the rest of the
document.
• In Chapter 3 we define Notified Access, an extension of RMA programming models
that provides a new synchronization scheme. Furthermore we introduce the MPI
RMA library and we provide the description of an extension that integrates the
semantics proposed in Notified Access.
• In Chapter 4 we briefly discuss how to implement Notified Access using various
RDMA-enabled network infrastructures and we describe all the details about our
implementation that targets the Cray Cascade architecture distinguishing between
intra- and inter-node communications.
• In Chapter 5 we present the algorithms used in our ping-pong and computa-
tion/communication overlap benchmarks and the related performances evaluation.
Afterwards we present a simple performance model of our notification system.
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• In Chapter 6 we show some experimental results about real-world parallel applica-
tions after a discussion about the motivations that led us to implement such use
cases and after the detailed description of the algorithms used.
• Finally, in Chapter 8 we survey previous work related to our project, we discuss
about what are the desirable hardware features that should support at best Notified
Access, we draw the further work and conclusions.
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CHAPTER 2
Background
While Moore’s Law continues to predict the doubling of transistors on an integrated circuit
every 18 months, performance and power considerations have forced chip designers to
embrace multi-core processors in place of higher frequency uni-core processors. As desktop
and high-performance computing architectures tend towards distributed collections of
multi-core nodes, a parallel programming model is required to fully exploit the complex
distributed and shared-memory hierarchies of these systems.
The augmenting complexity of the hardware and the existing differences between
different types of systems led to the necessity to adopt some programming models that
abstract over the features of a single type of architecture. Using this approach the
whole software stack is divided in modules and layers of reduced complexity, enabling
the programmer of a single module to be unaware of details closely related to hardware
characteristics. Hence, modular design techniques are applied, whereby complex programs
are constructed from simple components, and components are structured in terms of
higher-level abstractions such as data structures, iterative loops, and procedures. Anyway,
each abstraction provides a different view of the system and of the operations defined on it.
If this view differs dramatically from the real system, the emulation of interaction proposed
by the abstraction can be expensive in terms of resources. This lose of performance is
not acceptable in an High Performance Computing (HPC) environment.
However, in order to reduce complexity, parallel programming models are still neces-
sary. Since in parallel computations the capability of a model to access all the available
performance have to be taken in account, the evolution of the hardware pulled the
evolution of programming models too. Parallel programming involves the use of multiple
Processing Elements(PEs) and each parallel programming model offers a different view
of the interaction between different PEs. For instance the shared memory programming
model, that reflects the characteristics of shared memory architectures, offers the capa-
bility to exchange data between PEs using shared memory. Every process or threads
shares the memory with all the others and it can directly access any memory locations
without requiring the cooperation of any other process. In the opposite way, the message
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passing programming model reflects the characteristics of distributed memory architec-
tures. Indeed it preserves the locality of the data, giving the exclusive ownership of each
memory location to a single process. If any process needs the data owned by another
one, it has to cooperate with the owner in order to obtain this data. The shared memory
programming model is mainly used in case that the latency needed by any PE to access
any memory location is constant. On the other side the message passing one is used
if every PE has its own local memory and the access to that memory has much lower
latencies than the access to the memory of other PEs.
Recently, the Remote Memory Access (RMA) programming model has been developed.
This model exploits the best features of the last architecture evolution: distributed
shared-memory architectures. This type of architecture distributes memory among every
processing node but each partition of memory is still globally addressable. In the RMA
model the pros of the shared-memory model such as the easy addressing of the global
address space and the capability to do not involve the target process when data is read or
write are combined with the pros of the distributed-memory model in which data locality
is fully exploited. In this programming model, every PE has its own private memory, only
accessible to it, however it can also easily address globally accessible memory locations
and directly instantiate remote reads, writes and atomic operations without cooperating
with other processing elements.
2.1 Remote Direct Memory Access
Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) is a hardware feature that reflects the needs
of the RMA communication model. RDMA-enabled NICs are able to transfer data
directly to or from application memory, reflecting the behavior of the remote reads and
writes specified in the RMA programming model. In this way RDMA supports zero-copy
networking avoiding either context switches and to copy data between application memory
and the data buffers of the operating system.
CPUGPU Accelerator
NIC
System 
MemoryGPU Memory
Accelerator
Memory
PCI-E bus
CPU GPUAccelerator
NIC
System 
Memory GPU Memory
Accelerator
Memory
PCI-E bus
NETWORK
DMA DMA
Figure 2.1: Remote Direct Memory Access - eg. of hardware interaction.
As shown in figure 2.1 RDMA transfers require no work to be done by CPUs, caches,
or context switches. The transfer is directly managed by the Direct MEmory Access
(DMA) engine available at the NIC. The NIC that originated an RDMA transfer directly
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read or write the data from the system memory or alternatively from the memory of
available accelerators, through the PCI-express bus and in parallel with other system
operations. At the target side, every remotely issued RDMA operation is completely
executed by the target NIC: the remote CPU is not involved at all and the target side
application is completely unaware that remote operations happened.
User
MPI API MPI API
Application
Buﬀers Buﬀers
MPI
TCP
IPv4/IPv6
Device Driver
Network Device
Buﬀers / Headers
Kernel
Kernel Bypass
MPI
Figure 2.2: Remote Direct Memory Access - eg. of software interaction.
When an application performs a RDMA read or write request, the involved data
is directly delivered to the network without needing any interaction with the kernel of
the operating system. For instance, figure 2.2 compares the software stack used by a
TCP-based and a RDMA-based implementations of a communication library (MPI). The
RDMA approach reduces latencies and enable fast message transfer.
These features, unlike each other stream based protocol, permit high-throughput
low-latency networking: the capability to write directly in the memory of another
process in distinct memory location avoids the need of using expensive (in terms of
latency) reordering algorithms. Furthermore, the capability to have more contemporary
outstanding messages in parallel from the point of view of the application allows an
efficient message pipelining. For all these reasons RDMA is becoming an important tool
for writing fast parallel programs in the HPC world, and as shown in [JNB+, KS12] is
also promising in high latency networks.
2.2 Producer/Consumer Communications
In this work we focus on investigating the ubiquitous producer/consumer pattern in
parallel computations using RMA. Producer-consumer communications are found in
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virtually all modern high-performance applications. They are employed whenever a
dataflow needs to cross domain (process boundaries). In the general form of the problem,
a producer generates data and enqueues it for the consumer. The consumer then dequeues
the data and uses it to advance the computation.
All producer-consumer communications require two basic semantics: (1) data trans-
mission and (2) process synchronization. At the moment, in order to accomplish these
steps two communication models are mainly used. The first is Message Passing, typically
used in distributed-memory environments. It mainly provides two primitives: send and
receive. In this communication model each involved process have no direct access to the
memory of the other ones. If a processing element (PE) requires data owned by another
PE to continue its execution, it must explicitly request that data. The request is made
by sending a message (using the send primitive), through the interconnection network,
to the destination PE. When the data is available at the destination PE it is returned
within a message to the requesting PE that was waiting using the receive primitive.
The exchange of data in this cooperative protocol involves both the processor owner of
the data and the processor that requires that data. In this case both transmission and
synchronization semantics are provided by the receive. Figure 2.3 shows two protocols
used to reach the specified semantics [Gor] in RDMA-based networks. In order to reduce
latencies, the Eager protocol is usually used with short messages. In this protocol the
producer sends directly the data to an intermediate buffer of the consumer called mailbox.
This operation is done without waiting for the post of a matching receive in order to
increase the asynchronous progression of parallel applications. This protocol is the fastest
currently available in terms of latencies, but requires an additional copy of the data from
the mailbox to the final destination. This additional copy not only increase the latency
of the overall transfer but it also pollutes the cache of the consumer. In addition, the
required intermediate buffers make eager message passing generally unscalable [WSB+06].
If the size of the message does not fit the mailbox, message passing switches to the
rendezvous protocol. At the cost of additional synchronization (the producer has to send
some metadata and in some case actively participate to the transfer) this protocol has
the benefit of copying directly the data to the final destination buffer. In this case, the
highly efficient capability of transfer the data directly to the destination is degraded by
the need of multiple interactions between producer and consumer. These interactions
in fact limit asynchronous progression and need multiple Round Trip Time in order to
complete the transfer. In a high-latency environment this behavior has a big impact on
the performance of applications that use fine-grain messages and for this reason it should
be avoided.
The second communication model that can be used is RMA. It separates data transfer
and synchronization into different primitives. In this model only one process controls
the communication, for this reason it’s usually called One Sided communication. A
process that needs to send or receive some data specifies directly all the parameters of the
communication, indicating both source and destination buffers also if one of them is owned
by another processor. The communication in that case is completely transparent to the
target of a remote read or write, and for this reason synchronization primitives are needed.
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Figure 2.3: Message Passing point-to-point communication protocols.
In RMA the progress of many data transfers can then be synchronized with a single
(bulk) operation. However, many producer-consumer applications require synchronization
after the transmission of each single message and the needed synchronization primitives
implies additional network transactions. Figure 2.4 depicts the typical RMA interaction
in a point-to-point communication. It worth notify that in the figure we represented a
minimal, one-way, explicit synchronization: Existing synchronization primitives usually
requires a two-way synchronization, that needs an additional message.
Our proposal provides the option to unify the communication and the synchronization
semantics, enabling pipelining and bulk synchronization with single-transfer notification
using RDMA. It only requires a single message for network transmission and synchroniza-
tion, feature that enables an enchanged asynchronous progression in producer/consumer
applications. We will describe details in Chapter 3.
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2.3 Target Architecture: Cray XC30
The target architecture of this project is the Cray XC30 architecture. All the developing
and test phases were performed using the ”Piz Daint” a Cray XC30 system owned by the
Swiss National Supercomputing Centre (CSCS). This supercomputer with its 7 Petaflops
of theoretical peak performance is at the 6th place in the Top500 ranking of the most
powerful supercomputers in the world (June 2014). The XC30 architecture is designed
to be extensible, for this reason is composed by several building blocks.
The basic building block for implementing this system is the Blade. It integrates
four processing nodes and the HPC-optimized Cascade ASIC. Each ASIC includes four
NICs, 8 processor tiles and 40 network tiles, each one connected with a bi-directional
communication port. The XC30 blade can support many different configurations. The
Piz Daint is based on blades with an hybrid configuration: instead of having 2 cores per
each of its 5272 computing nodes, it has an Intel Xeon E5 processor and a NVIDIA Tesla
K20X graphical processing units.
Each blade is connected with all the other 15 blades that are part of the same Chassis
without using cables. A Group collects 6 chassis. Every blade is directly connected with
a subset of the blades that are part of its same group using a passive electrical network.
The overall System is composed by several groups connected between themselves by
active optical links.
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This architecture design allows to build different systems with different number of
compute nodes and network configurations. However is possible to upgrade every system
at need without changing dramatically its infrastructure. This characteristic is mainly
due to the network topology used by the XC30: the Dragonfly Network Topology. This
topology resulted interesting to many supercomputer manufacturer and data center
owners because of its proprieties: it is not only able to offer full global bandwidth if
needed, it is also specifically designed to reduce the overall cost of network cables while
being flexible in its configurations.
Dragonfly Topology
A good interconnection network that can be applied to real-world machines has to take
in account not only the performances that it has. It has also to consider the cost of
the network itself. In modern networks, the cost is dominated by the cost of channels,
and in particular the cost of the long, global, inter-cabinet channels. Thus, reducing the
number of global channels can significantly reduce the cost of the network. To reduce
global channels without reducing performance, the number of global channels traversed
by the average packet must be reduced. This is one of the ideas that led to exploit the
increasing routers pin bandwidth, not to maintain a small number of ports with increased
bandwidth but instead in increasing the number of ports per router. In this way network
based on High Radix routers can reduce the average number of global channel traversed
by each packet, giving the opportunity to reduce the number of global channels.
These are the key ideas with which was designed the Dragonfly Network [KDSA08].
The dragonfly topology reduces the number of global channels traversed per packet using
minimal routing to one. To achieve this unity global diameter, very high-radix routers,
with a radix of ∼ 2√N (where N is the size of the network) are required. While radix
64 routers have been introduced, and a radix of 128 is feasible, much higher radices
are needed to build machines that scale to 8K - 1M nodes. To achieve the benefits of
a very high radix, this topology design propose to use a group of routers connected
into a subnetwork as one very high radix virtual router. This very high effective radix
in turn allows us to build a network in which all minimal routes traverse at most one
global channel. It also increases the physical length of the global channels, exploiting the
capabilities of emerging optical signaling technology.
Figure 2.5 depicts the structure of a general dragonfly network. Every compute node
(P ) is directly connected to an high radix router (R) using a terminal channel. A group
(G) represents an very high radix router, formed by a set of high radix routers. Every
router is connected with local channels to an intra-group network. The original definition
of dragonfly networks does not specifies how routers belonging to the same group are
connected between themselves: multiple configurations are possible. Each router is not
only connected with the intra-group network: indeed it uses some global channels to be
connected with the inter-group intercommunication network.
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Figure 2.5: (a) Block diagram of a group (virtual router) and (b) high-level block diagram of a
dragonfly topology composed of multiple groups.
Cascade Interconnect
As hinted before the Cray XC30 supercomputer utilizes a customized version of the
Dragonfly network topology [FBR+12]. The customization resides in how every blade is
connected to other blades through the inter- and intra-group networks.
The Cascade network constructed from a mix of backplane, copper and optical links.
As specified by the dragonfly topology the system is defined in layers: each blade is
directly connected with all the blades that are parts of its same cabinet with a full-mash
network (rank 1 layer fig. 2.6).
Each blade is also connected to every blade in the same position in all the cabinets
that are part of the same group (rank 2 layer). Finally each blade, through optical cables,
is also connected with a maximum (depends on the configuration used) of five blades
belonging to other groups in the network (rank 3 layer). As depicted by figure 2.7 every
group, through the rank 3 layer is connected to every other group by a set of direct
optical cables.
Software Stack
Cray XC30 systems utilize the Cray Linux Environment (CLE). CLE is a suite of high
performance software which includes a Linux-based operating system designed to run
large complex applications and scale to more than 500,000 processor cores. The CLE
programming environment includes a lot of different tools that facilitate HPC programmers
to develop scalable applications. In this set of tools we can also find the APIs used in our
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Figure 2.6: Cray XC30 chassis network (rank 1)
project: Generic Network Interface (GNI) and Distributed Shared Memory Application
(DMAPP). As shown in fig. 2.8 uGNI and DMAPP provide low-level communication
services to user-space software. uGNI directly exposes the communications capabilities
of the Cray network Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC). Instead, DMAPP
implements a logically shared, distributed memory (DM) programming model. Layered
on top of uGNI and DMAPP are portable communication libraries (such as MPICH and
Cray SHMEM) and the PGAS compilers (such as UPC and Coarray Fortran, labeled
F08).
The uGNI and DMAPP APIs allow system software to realize as much of the hardware
performance of the Cray network application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) as possible
while being reasonably portable to its successors. kGNI is a kernel module that presents
to kernel-space code an API similar to that of uGNI. The GNI Core provides low-level
services to both uGNI and kGNI. kGNI and GNI Core are both in the kGNI module. The
Generic Hardware Abstraction Layer (GHAL) isolates all software from the hardware
specifics of the Cray network ASIC.
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2.4 Notation
We now briefly introduce the terminology we use in the remainder of the document. In
RMA, we define the origin process as the process that issues the RMA operation and
the target process as the process that the RMA operation targets. We define a remote
access as an RMA operation that copies an ordered set of (not necessarily consecutive)
bytes either from the origin to the target (put) or vice-versa (get). Some more complex
atomic accesses involve get and put in a single operation (e.g., compare and swap).
A synchronization epoch is a time interval relative to two processes origin and target.
Each epoch is enclosed by two synchronization operations that are issued at the origin and
directed towards the target process. Two remote accesses (between the same origin-target
pair) are not ordered if they happen in the same epoch. However, if they appear in different
epochs, then they are ordered by the order of the epochs. The term notification represents
the transmission of the information that an epoch has ended to the target process. The
end of the epoch indicates that the target process can access the communicated data
or re-use its local communication buffers. In most RMA models, the target process is
passive and is not informed of accesses to its memory. Thus, in most of today’s RMA
models, producer-consumer computations require an additional round-trip message to
communicate the change of synchronization epochs.
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CHAPTER 3
Notified Access
Existing programming models are not able to access all the performance available in
state-of-the-art HPC interconnects (sec. 2.2). Both the semantics of message passing
and RMA make impossible to synchronize PEs using a minimal number of messages
together with zero-copy transfers in point-to-point communications. This limit may
drastically reduce the performance of some widely used parallel applications that needs to
synchronize after the transmission of every message. Moreover, the use of any mentioned
programming models in a producer/consumer application forces cooperating processes to
stall until the synchronization is acknowledged also if it is not needed.
In this chapter we propose Notified Access, a new programming model with semantics
in between pure message passing and pure RMA programming that combines the strength
of both. Notified Access offers the option to combine the per-message synchronization
typical of message passing in a RMA programming model.
The proposed model adds a remote completion notification to any remote access.
The target process can use this notification for synchronizing local or remote accesses to
the buffer. The interpretation of the notification depends on the action: if the notified
access is a read then the notification indicates that the data was copied and the buffer
can be overwritten; if the notified access is a write then the notification indicates that
the data has been committed to memory and can be read. Figure 3.1 depicts two
producer/consumer interactions using Notified Access.
The origin can mark accesses with a notification or without, i.e., not all accesses have
to trigger a remote notification. The simplest notification system would just notify the
target process of each incoming notified access. However, this would not make it possible
to distinguish different accesses at the target. Thus, we propose to allow the target to
set up notifications that match a specific origin and an arbitrary integer tag value. The
(source, tag) tuple can be used to identify specific accesses in the program logic. The
system also supports wild-cards for both source or tag which match incoming messages
in the order of arrival to the oldest notification if multiple notifications match. The tag
can be selected to identify accessed memory regions at the target and can thus be used
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Figure 3.1: Notified Access point-to-point communication protocols.
to efficiently implement dataflow-based tasking systems. Since RMA programming often
involves many small accesses, we introduce counting notifications that only notify after n
matching accesses were performed. This capability allows bulk-notification optimizations.
Summarizing, the Notified Access capabilities allow transfers to be fully hardware
oﬄoaded (main RMA feature in high performance networks) and, in order to synchronize
between processes, they allow to query a notification system for retrieving notifications
of committed transfers. This communication pattern ensures the direct transfer of the
data in the destination buffer without the use of intermediate buffers and, at the cost of
a small overhead due to tag matching, it avoids additional network messages needed by
synchronization. Furthermore, binding RMA operations with notifications, this model
avoids the use of synchronization primitives that require to stall till the full set of partner
PEs enters into the synchronization phase. This capability increases the asynchrony
progression of parallel applications. For instance, in the producer/consumer pattern this
capability enables the consumer and the producer to never block to synchronize with the
other process (assuming that the computation is load balanced).
Discussion: Shared Memory Synchronization
We now briefly draw some parallels between RMA programming and shared memory
programming. Both models are very similar in that remote memory can be accessed
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directly and data is moved directly by the hardware. The main difference is that RMA
programming presents a partitioned view of the address space (thus also often called
Partitioned Global Address Space, PGAS, even though a PGAS can be implemented
without direct remote access primitives).
A shared memory synchronization is performed through memory fence ISA (instruction
set architecture) instructions (e.g., mfence in x86). These instructions typically block
all further instructions until all write buffers are empty and all accesses are visible to all
cores. Such fences are semantically similar to flush operations in RMA. However, flush
operations synchronize across data-centers where latencies can be in the microsecond
range (as opposed to nanoseconds for on-chip transfers). Thus, frequent flushes have a
detrimental effect on application performance. Existing RMA and the new (counted)
notified access bulk synchronization operations enables efficient message pipelining for
high-latency environments.
We believe that Notified Access may also be a viable interface for future large-scale
on-chip networks where transfer pipelining becomes a must and synchronization has a
higher relative cost.
3.1 Extending MPI With Notified Access
While Notified Access is independent of a particular programming model, we will now
present a strawman interface for the Message Passing Interface (MPI). Without loss of
generality, we will use this interface as a case study (Sec. 4) to compare applications
using a highly-tuned MPI-3.0 [MPI12] implementation. We chose MPI for several reasons:
First, it has the richest combination of synchronization mechanisms—all synchronization
mechanisms provided by other models can be considered as a subset of those provided
by MPI [MPI12]. Second, many different implementations of the MPI specification are
available, optimized and fully exploit the performance of the target architecture.
MPI - The State of the Art
The Message Passing Interface (MPI) is a specification for developers and users of message
passing libraries. During past years it was implemented in a lot of different libraries:
that brought this specification to be widely used in the High Performance Computing
world. MPI mainly addresses the message-passing parallel programming model were
data is moved from the address space of one process to that of another process through
cooperative operation on each process. Originally MPI was designed for distributed
memory architectures, which were becoming increasingly popular between 1980s and
early 1990s. As soon as architecture trends changed and shared memory SPMs were
combined over networks creating an hybrid distributed memory/shared memory systems
MPI implementers adapted the specification and their libraries to handle both types of
underlying memory architectures and different network interconnects. For this reason the
MPI standard has gone through a number of revisions, the MPI-1 standard, which was
released in 1994, provided functionality for performing two-sided and group or collective
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communication. The MPI-2 standard, released in 1997, added support for one-sided
communication or remote memory access (RMA) capabilities and the most recent version
of MPI (MPI-3) mainly improves semantics and features of the MPI-2 Remote memory
access (RMA) capabilities.
Existing Synchronization Patterns in MPI-3
RMA allows one process to specify all communication parameters, for both the sending
and the receiving side. This communication model is more effective for some applications
with dynamically changing data access patterns where the data distribution is fixed or
slowly changing. In such case, each process can compute what data it needs to access or
update at other processes. However, processes may not know which data items in their
own memories need to be accessed or updated by remote processes, and may not even
know the identity of these processes. Thus, the data transfer parameters are available
only on one side. Message-passing communication archives two effects: communication of
data from sender to receiver and synchronization of sender with receiver, The RMA design
separates these two functions. Three main communication calls are provided MPI_PUT
(remote write), MPI_GET (remote read), MPI_ACCUMULATE (remote update). MPI-3
allows a process to expose over the network some segments of its own virtual memory
(Windows or Win), making them publicly accessible via the previously mentioned calls.
Several synchronization calls are provided to support different synchronization styles.
MPI one-sided defines the concepts of exposure and access epochs. A process that
wants to access the private memory of another process has to enter on an access epoch.
Instead, a process that wants to allow other processes to access an exposed segment of
its own virtual memory has to enter into an exposure epoch. The way in which a process
can enter in these epochs depends on the category of one sided communications used.
MPI one sided actually supports two different communication patterns: active target and
passive target.
In the active target communication pattern, not every process participating to
the communication is explicitly involved in communication but every process is explicitly
involved in synchronization. For this communication scheme MPI one-sided provides
two synchronization mechanisms: the collective synchronization mechanism that uses
the MPI_WIN_FENCE call and the general active target synchronization mechanism that
uses the set of calls MPI_WIN_{POST,START,COMPLETE,WAIT} (PSCW).
Collective Synchronization Mechanism
With the collective call MPI_WIN_FENCE a set of processes close previous opened exposure
and access epochs and open a new exposure and access epoch. This call ensures that all
the RMA operation that were invoked during the previous epoch are globally visible at
the beginning of the next epoch.
General Active Target Synchronization Mechanism
This mechanism can be used to restrict synchronization to the minimum: only pairs of
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communicating processes synchronize, and they do so only when a synchronization is
needed to correctly order RMA accesses that target a specific window. An access epoch is
started at the origin process by invoking MPI_WIN_START and is terminated by invoking
MPI_WIN_COMPLETE. The start call has a group argument that specifies the group of tar-
get processes for that epoch. An exposure epoch is started at the target process by calling
MPI_WIN_POST and is completed by calling MPI_WIN_WAIT. The post call has a group
argument that specifies the set of origin processes for the epoch that is going to be opened.
Every MPI_WIN_START has to match with a corresponding MPI_WIN_POST in every
target process. RMA accesses to each target window will be delayed, if necessary, until
the target process executed the matching call of MPI_WIN_POST. MPI_WIN_COMPLETE
completes on a specified window an RMA access epoch started by an invocation of
MPI_WIN_START. All RMA communication calls issued on a specific window during this
epoch will have completed at the origin when the call returns. MPI_WIN_WAIT instead
completes an RMA exposure epoch started by a call to MPI_WIN_POST. This call blocks
until all the RMA operation invoked by the accessing PEs are globally visible.
Instead, in the passive target communication pattern the target can be not
explicitly involved neither in communication nor in synchronization. Two origin processes
may communicate by accessing the same location in a target window. The process
that owns the target window may be distinct from the two communicating processes, in
which case it does not participate explicitly in the communication. This communication
paradigm is the closest to a shared memory model, where shared data can be accessed
by all processes, irrespective of location. In this case synchronization is possible by using
the locking functions MPI_WIN_LOCK, MPI_WIN_LOCK_ALL, MPI_WIN_UNLOCK, and
MPI_WIN_UNLOCK_ALL. All these functions mainly open and close an access epoch.
MPI_WIN_LOCK and MPI_WIN_UNLOCK respectively open and close an access epoch
that targets a single PE and they can also provide an exclusive access semantics to the
target window. Instead MPI_WIN_LOCK_ALL and MPI_WIN_UNLOCK_ALL respectively
open and close an access epoch that targets all the PEs that share the same window.
These calls do not provide exclusive access semantics. In each case in which one of these
four calls is invoked without requesting an exclusive access, the side effect of entering the
critical section is to avoid other PEs to obtain the exclusive lock.
A Strawman MPI Interface
In order to extend MPI with notified access, we first introduce a notified variant for each
communication operation in MPI RMA. Each new function has an additional integer tag
argument. The following sections describe the C interfaces for put and get and the set of
calls that enables users to query the notification system at the target side.
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Communication Primitives
MPI_PUT_NOTIFY(origin_addr, origin_count, origin_datatype,
target_rank, target_disp, target_count, target_datatype, win, tag)
IN origin_addr initial address of origin buffer (choice)
IN origin_count number of entries in origin buffer (non-negative integer)
IN origin_datatype datatype of each entry in origin buffer (handle)
IN target_rank rank of target (non-negative integer)
IN target_disp displacement from start of window to target buffer (non-negative
integer)
IN target_count number of entries in target buffer (non-negative integer)
IN target_datatype datatype of each entry in target buffer (handle)
IN win window object used for communication (handle)
IN tag notification tag (non negative integer)
This call has the same semantics of the MPI_PUT except the fact that permits to
specify a tag that is delivered as a notification to the target process at the end of the
transfer. This call enables the user to define different sets of related transfers only
specifying different tags. In this way the target can distinguish between different transfers
originated by the same origin. The use of the value MPI_ANY_TAG has the effect to
avoid the firing of a notification. The user is allowed to invoke this call with a zero sized
data transfer in order to send only the specified notification.
MPI_GET_NOTIFY(origin_addr, origin_count, origin_datatype,
target_rank, target_disp, target_count, target_datatype, win, tag)
OUT origin_addr initial address of origin buffer (choice)
IN origin_count number of entries in origin buffer (non-negative integer)
IN origin_datatype datatype of each entry in origin buffer (handle)
IN origin_datatype datatype of each entry in origin buffer (handle)
IN target_disp displacement from start of window to target buffer (non-negative
integer)
IN target_count number of entries in target buffer (non-negative integer)
IN target_datatype datatype of each entry in target buffer (handle)
IN win window object used for communication (handle)
IN tag notification tag (non negative integer)
This call has the same semantics of the MPI_GET except the fact that permits to
specify a tag that is delivered as a notification to the target process at the end of the
transfer. This call enables the user to define different sets of related transfers only
specifying different tags. In this way the target can distinguish between different transfers
originated by the same origin. The use of the value MPI_ANY_TAG as a tag has the effect
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to avoid the firing of a notification. In this case the user is not allowed to invoke this call
with a zero sized data transfer.
MPI_RPUT_NOTIFY(origin_addr, origin_count, origin_datatype,
target_rank, target_disp, target_count, target_datatype, win, tag,
request)
IN origin_addr initial address of origin buffer (choice)
IN origin_count number of entries in origin buffer (non-negative integer)
IN origin_datatype datatype of each entry in origin buffer (handle)
IN target_rank rank of target (non-negative integer)
IN target_disp displacement from start of window to target buffer (non-negative
integer)
IN target_count number of entries in target buffer (non-negative integer)
IN target_datatype datatype of each entry in target buffer (handle)
IN win window object used for communication (handle)
IN tag notification tag (non negative integer)
OUT request RMA request (handle)
MPI_RPUT_NOTIFY is similar to MPI_PUT_NOTIFY, except that it allocates a com-
munication request object and associate it with a request handle (the argument request).
The completion of an MPI_RPUT_NOTIFY operation (after the corresponding test or wait)
indicates that the sender is free to update the locations in the origin buffer. It does not
indicate that the data is available at the target window. If remote completion is required,
MPI_WIN_FLUSH, MPI_WIN_FLUSH_ALL, MPI_WIN_COMPLETE, MPI_WIN_UNLOCK,
or alternatively MPI_WIN_UNLOCK_ALL can be used.
MPI_RGET_NOTIFY(origin_addr, origin_count, origin_datatype,
target_rank, target_disp, target_count, target_datatype, win, tag,
request))
OUT origin_addr initial address of origin buffer (choice)
IN origin_count number of entries in origin buffer (non-negative integer)
IN origin_datatype datatype of each entry in origin buffer (handle)
IN target_rank rank of target (non-negative integer)
IN target_disp displacement from start of window to target buffer (non-negative
integer)
IN target_count number of entries in target buffer (non-negative integer)
IN target_datatype datatype of each entry in target buffer (handle)
IN win window object used for communication (handle)
IN tag notification tag (non negative integer)
OUT request RMA request (handle)
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MPI_RGET_NOTIFY is similar to MPI_GET_NOTIFY, except that it allocates a com-
munication request object and associates it with the request handle (the argument request)
that can be used to wait or test for completion. The completion of an MPI_RGET_NOTIFY
operation indicates that the data is available at the origin buffer. If origin_addr points
to memory attached to a window, then the data becomes available in the private copy of
this window.
Similar functions can be created for MPI’s accumulate operations (accumulate, get
accumulate, fetch and op, and compare and swap) or request-based operations. As in
other MPI routines, the number of significant tag bits may be limited due to hardware
constraints.
Synchronization Primitives
MPI_NOTIFY_INIT(win, source_rank, tag, count, request)
IN win window object (handle)
IN source_rank rank of origin of the notification (non-negative integer)
IN tag notification tag (non negative integer)
IN count number of expected matching notifications (non-negative integer)
OUT request communication request (handle)
This call returns a request object that can be tested using the already existing
MPI_{TEST|WAIT}{ANY|SOME|ALL}. This request is considered ”ready” as soon as
the caller receives count notifications that match with the specified tag and originated
by the process of rank source_rank. As parameter, is possible to specify the wild-
card MPI_ANY_SOURCE instead of a valid source_rank. It is also possible to specify
the wildcard MPI_ANY_TAG instead of a valid tag. In any case the query function
returns the oldest matching notification already received or, if no notifications are
currently stored and the wait function was invoked, it waits for the first incoming
matching notification. If a request is completed, the status object returned by the
MPI_{TEST|WAIT}{ANY|SOME|ALL} calls includes the rank of the origin process of
the last matching notification in the SOURCE field and the tag of the last matching
notification in the TAG field. It is mandatory to invoke MPI_START specifying as
parameter the notification request object before testing it (further details in section 4.2).
Discussion: Design of the Interface
The main guidelines of the design phase of this interface were two: try to include only
few new functions and stay as close as possible to the programming style of the original
specification possibly reusing all the mechanisms already available. Following these
guidelines, we specified few new communication calls that only add the tag parameter to
the signature of the already existing one sided communication functions. Less trivial was
the definition of the set of call needed for querying the notification system at the target
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side. Several proposal were too close to the representation offered by the underlying
hardware but not conform to the MPI style of the original specification. The result of
the analysis of all the proposal was the function MPI_NOTIFY_INIT.
As hinted before, we decided to use already existing MPI request objects in order to
enable the user to test the reception of notifications. This choice provides an MPI-sh
style to our notification system leaving almost untouched the interaction between MPI
users and MPI mechanisms. If a user needs to test the completion of an asynchronous
operation it has to instantiate request objects and test them with the already existing MPI
calls MPI_{TEST|WAIT}{ANY|SOME|ALL}. Unfortunately in MPI, request objects are
considered ”heavy objects” because they are usually freed at the moment of their test. This
characteristic of the request objects is not desirable in an high performance environment in
which we desire to minimize the notification latency. In order to avoid multiple allocation
and deallocation of request objects (representing the same notification parameters) to be
included in the fast path of our target applications we decided to use the MPI alternative
to that: namely the Persistent Request objects.
The MPI specification indicates that often an operation with the same argument list
is repeatedly executed within an inner loop of a parallel computation. In such situation,
it may be possible to optimize the communication by binding the list of communication
arguments to a persistent communication request once and, then, repeatedly using the
request to initiate an complete operations. ([MPI12]). This kind of requests, has been
introduced to statically bind message passing arguments (buffers and counts) to a request
that can then be started and completed multiple times. Re-using requests in this manner
amortizes their creation time and enables explicit request management (allocating and
freeing). In most of the use cases we analysed a notification request object is never tested
only once during the execution of an application. For this reason our proposal consists
in defining the request objects initialized by MPI_NOTIFY_INIT as Persistent. Before
each use, this kind of request objects have to be initialized with MPI_START. After each
initialization, request completion can be tested with the normal test and wait operations.
When a Persistent request object is no more needed the user is in charge of deallocating
it using MPI_REQUEST_FREE.
It’s also worth notify that the specification of a notification as a tuple < source, tag >
was a design choice related to the style of the MPI specification. In fact, the status object
returned by MPI_{TEST|WAIT}{ANY|SOME|ALL} functions contains either SOURCE
and TAG fields and our interface reflects that characteristic. An alternative option would
be to do not include the source rank, that is not always needed and it can be directly
encoded by the user in the tag value.
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CHAPTER 4
Implementation
Today’s networks do not support hardware message matching, therefore, we implemented
the matching in software at the receiver. This matching mechanism does not reduce the
performance significantly since the data movement is still fully performed in hardware.
Only the processing of the light-weight notification is done in software. All software
functionality can be implemented in the test or wait functions which form synchronization
points at the target and does thus not require any asynchronous activity. Existing MPI
matching protocols must either copy the whole message in the eager case or perform
extra synchronization using software protocols in the rendezvous case. The expensive
eager message copy pollutes the cache and consumes energy for the data movement. The
rendezvous protocol either prevents asynchronous progression or requires an asynchronous
software agent at the receive side [HL08]. Thus, we expected significant performance
benefits compared to message passing implementations.
4.1 Network-specific Considerations
A number of RDMA networks can support notified access immediately. We will now
briefly discuss how it can be implemented with lowest overheads using widely known
network technologies.
InfiniBand
The Open Fabrics Enterprise Distribution (OFED) defines RDMA write with immediate.
This operation couples a RDMA write to the generation of an entry in the completion
queue of the target. Its specification ensures that the entry is generated in the completion
queue only after the completion of the related transfer. It is possible to issue a write
with immediate specifying a value that can be retrieved reading the entry in the queue at
the target side. This value can be used to encode the tag. RDMA read with immediate
is unfortunately not available and a more complex protocol has to be employed. For
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instance, it is possible to rely on the ordering guarantees of InfiniBand and inject a
notification message right after the read.
IBM’s Parallel Active Messaging Interface
PAMI [KMF+12] can be used to program various architectures, such as IBM’s BlueGene
or PERCS networks. It employs an active messaging interface which can be directly
used to notify completion. The Active Messages mechanism associates a small amount of
user-level code in the form of a handler with the reception of every message. The handler
is named by the message and is executed in the user process context immediately on
message arrival. The role of the handler is to get the message out of the network and
into the ongoing computation on the node. Thanks to this mechanism, the reception of a
message (read or write RDMA operations) can trigger a callback which can then set a
notification at the target. Other network interfaces have similar primitives that can be
used to implement notified access semantics.
Cray’s Networks
As hinted in Section 2.3 the Cray’s software stack includes two libraries that give direct
access to the RDMA capabilities of the Cascade NIC: DMAPP and uGNI. The former
one provides an easy to use API designed to support both compiler-based (e.g UPC)
and library based (e.g Cray SHMEM) RMA program models in which distinction exists
between local and remote memory references at some level in the program model. The
latter one provides direct access to all the ASIC capabilities.
Firstly we analysed the DMAPP API for several reasons: it is supposed to deliver a
more reasonable portability to implementations that use it and it natively provides a
set of calls that enable the user to access certain remote memory segments with RDMA
writes and notify the owner of them at the same time. These features are potentially
able to provide a minimum number of messages needed by synchronization.
Our interest was mainly oriented towards the call dmapp_put_flag: this call
triggers two RDMA writes together. One is a standard RDMA write and the other one
is a remote write operation that involves the transfer of a 64-bit value (flag) to a source
specified remote memory location. Both transfers are ensured to travel together in the
same network message and the specification of the dmapp_put_flag ensures that the
flag is committed only after the related write is globally visible. This approach presents
different limitations on the choice of the destination address of the flag. However the
main limit of this mechanism is the flag itself. The problem is that flags are completely
handled by the origin of the RDMA transfer. The origin not knowing the actual progress
of the computations on other PEs, does not have enough informations to state what are
the memory locations available to receive a new flag at the target side. To workaround
to utilize the dmapp_put_flag is or to use an accounting protocol that degrades the
latencies, or alternatively give exclusive access to a set of flag locations to every process.
The latter option implies the use of O(p) memory locations and it’s considered not
scalable. The memory footprint is not the only problem, in our case we also considered
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that waiting for a notification means to poll O(p) memory locations at the receiver side,
operation that requires an high overhead on large jobs.
Fortunately, the uGNI API offers a better mechanism for issuing notifications: for
this reason our implementation is based on uGNI.
DMAPP Queue Subsystem
It worth notify that the last revision of the DMAPP API [Cra14] added some new well
promising features that in future may be used for implementing Notified Access. Indeed
Cray added to its API a queue subsystem. Now is possible to send short messages to
remote data queues. The data queue is fixed in size and depth. Each data arrival at the
remote queue causes an associated callback function to be executed. The user can control
the size of each data slot, the number of slots and he can also requests the creation of an
helper thread to ensure the progress of the polling of the local destination queue. The
most interesting feature of this system is that queues are resilient: a post on a remote
queue will block until a slot at the target queue becomes again available.
At the moment the Queue Subsystem can be accessed using this set of functions:
dmapp_queue_attach Allocates and attaches a callback function to the queue system,
returning the corresponding queue handle. All requests sent to that queue handle
will subsequently invoke the supplied callback function.
data_queue_detach Detaches a queue callback function which had previously been
attached to the queue system.
dmapp_progress To ensure servicing of the DMAPP data queue, if the helper thread
is not enabled.
dmapp_queue_put Enqueues a new entry in the remote queue of the target PE.
Unfortunately in our project is not possible to use this remote queuing system be-
cause it does not correlate any RMA transfer to any remote queue post operations
(ensuring ordering between them). However, if Cray would introduce this feature in
future versions of DMAPP, for instance calls such as dmapp_put_and_enqueue and
dmapp_get_and_enqueue, DMAPP would become immediately suitable for imple-
menting Notified Access efficiently.
4.2 foMPI-NA
In order to test the feasibility of the proposed extension of the MPI specification we
introduce foMPI-NA an extension of Fast One Sided MPI (foMPI) [GBH13] a fully-
functional MPI-3.0 implementation designed at the Scalable and Parallel Computing
Lab of the computer science department of the ETH. Combining the use of the most
low level libraries available on its target architecture along with algorithms and data
structures of logarithmic complexity foMPI tries to minimize overheads and maximize
asynchronous progression in Cray Gemini (XK5, XE6) and Cascade (XC30) systems.
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The implementation of foMPI uses the DMAPP [Mon10] and XPMEM [WRRF03] APIs
for inter- and intra-node communications respectively. Our Extension, foMPI-NA 1
in addiction utilizes the uGNI API [Cra14] that directly exposes the communication
capabilities of the Cray network application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC).
As hinted in section 3 in foMPI-NA we introduced a set of calls that enables users
to use the Notified Access semantics. The main change introduced is the capability
provided by MPI_NOTIFY_INIT to retrieve notifications about RMA accesses. In our
implementation, the call MPI_Notify_init does not directly retrieve notifications from
the queues provided by the underlying libraries. This call only allocates the persistent
notification request object and attaches source, tag, and count to it. The real query
of the notification system is done at the time in which MPI_{WAIT|TEST} is invoked.
As mentioned before the persistent notification request object cannot be tested without
invoking first the MPI_Start call that activates the request object before the test. In
foMPI-NA the target side utilizes a single queue called the Unexpected Queue (UQ)
to maintain the order of retrieved notifications. This queue is necessary because the
underlying libraries allow only to pop the notification queues. This fact implies that, if
we pop these queues to search a specific matching notification, we can incur in more non
matching ones. Since is not possible (and not convenient) to push back not matching
notifications in the underlying queue, we use the UQ to store them in the order in which
they were received.
In foMPI-NA none of these mechanisms requires the use of any software agents for
retrieving notifications.
General Data Structures and Algorithms
In this section we describe the most important data structures and algorithm used in
foMPI-NA for handling both inter- and intra-node communications.
foMPI Requests
Natively foMPI was only providing three calls that were using request objects: MPI_RPUT,
MPI_RGET and MPI_RACCUMULATE. For this reason request objects defined in the foMPI
implementation were only specialized in the source-based check of the completion of a
communication RMA operation. This limitation led us to completely re-implement the
request subsystem in foMPI-NA. In order to design a new subsystem able to handle com-
munication and synchronization request objects (and be enough general to be extensible
in future) we analysed in details the MPI specification of request objects. In practice, a
request object represents the state of an operation in progress. This characteristic implies
that in some way a request object has to specify a query function able to query the
NIC or the system to retrieve the progress of a specific operation previously instantiated.
Specifying a generic querying function of course is not enough: this function cannot work
if no context is provided. For instance, if we include in a request object a query function
1Available at http://htor.inf.ethz.ch/sec/foMPI-NA-0.2.2.tar.gz
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that retrieves the completion status of a specific RMA read or write, at least the query
function has to be able to refer to the parameters uniquely identify an instance of a read
or write operation and for example what NIC to query. We have also to mention again
that a request can be either persistent or not persistent. Persistent requests have some
additional characteristics: they need to be activated, they can be cancelled and they
need to be freed. Starting from this basic concepts we extended the representation of a
generic request object as shown in listing 4.1.
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1 typedef struct foMPI_Request_desc{
2 int (*test_fun)(void *extra_state,int *flag, MPI_Status *status);
3 int (*wait_fun)(void *extra_state, MPI_Status *status);
4 /*used by MPI_START if PERSISTENT*/
5 int (*activate_fun)(void *extra_state);
6 /*used by MPI_CANCEL */
7 int (*cancel_fun)(void *extra_state, int complete);
8 /*used by MPI_REQUEST_FREE*/
9 int (*free_fun)(void *extra_state);
10 void* extra_state;
11 int type; //PERSISTENT or NOT
12 int active;
13 } foMPI_Request_t;
Listing 4.1: Data structure representing a generic request object
As highlighted by the listing, each non blocking function that needs to return a
request object has to set up various fields:
test_fun is a pointer to a query function that must have the specified signature. Extra
state is a pointer to a data structure that contains all the informations needed by
the query function to evaluate the progress of an operation. The query function
has to be able to set the flag and to fill up all the fields of the status object if the
operation associated with the request object is completed.
wait_fun is a pointer to a query function that blocks till the operation associated to the
request is completed. This function is not strictly necessary because is possible to
test multiple times the test_fun till the flag value is 1. We decided to introduce
it in order to allow optimized implementation for waiting completions. Using this
approach we are able to reduce the overhead of the test in many different cases.
extra_state is a pointer that refers a data structure containing all the informations
needed by the query functions. At the invocation time of these query functions the
extra_state pointer is passed as a parameter.
free_fun is a pointer to a function that is in charge to free up the memory occupied by
the extra_state and release other resources if needed. This function is invoked as
soon as the request object is no more needed. (if the request object is not persistent
this function is invoked by MPI_{TEST|WAIT}{ALL|SOME|ANY}, otherwise by
MPI_REQUEST_FREE).
cancel_fun is a pointer to a function that, if possible, tries to cancel the outstanding
operation related to the request. Is invoked by the MPI_CANCEL function.
In order to handle persistent request as well, in foMPI-NA the data structure of
request objects includes:
type this variable indicates if a request is persistent or not.
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active persistent requests can be in active or non active state: this variable represent
the state of a persistent request.
activate_fun if a persistent request is not active, cannot be tested directly with the
set of calls MPI_{TEST|WAIT}{ALL|SOME|ANY}, it has first to be activated by
MPI_START. This MPI call activates the specified requests firstly invoking the
function pointed by this field, and after setting the active field to true.
At the end of the design of the generic request object we also considered that every
object created by the same non-blocking MPI call always refers to the same query,
activate, cancel and free functions (requests internal functions). As an optimization we
grouped all the non-blocking MPI calls instantiating request objects that refers the same
set of requests internal functions and we enumerated these groups. As a result each
request object does not contain any function pointers but only a field that indicates
what group (type) of MPI calls generated it. At the moment of the invocation of
MPI_{TEST|WAIT}{ALL|SOME|ANY} this field permits to address the right function
to invoke in a global table that contains all of them. This approach reduces the memory
footprint of the request objects enabling a better exploitation of the memory hierarchy
at the moment of the invocation of MPI_{TEST|WAIT}{ALL|SOME|ANY}.
Structure of a Communication Request Object
As hinted before our implementation provides several non blocking communication calls
that returns a request object, for instance all the R variant of MPI put get and accumulate
plus the freshly introduced MPI_RPUT_NOTIFY and MPI_RGET_NOTIFY. Each request
generated by these mentioned functions is considered completed when the user can safely
utilize the source buffer of the operation again. In our implementation the buffer is
considered available again as soon as the operation that was using that buffer is globally
visible. This choice is due to the fact that we do not use any other intermediate buffers
to store the data during communications. Considered that design choice, the request
object (that is non persistent) in our implementation does not use any extra_state.
It only uses as a wait_fun a function that wraps MPI_FLUSH and as a test_fun a
function that checks if all the transfers previously issued are already globally visible.
With this implementation we over synchronize (we are not checking if a single operation
is globally visible, but we are checking the status of all the on-the-fly transfers). This over
synchronization is a design choice: was preferred to only use the implicit non blocking
RMA calls provided by DMAPP and uGNI instead of keeping track separately of every
transfer. In case of high message rates this approach provides a reduced memory footprint
and lower overheads because it delegates to the NIC the check for the completion of
multiple transfers. For what regard intra-node operation instead, we cannot test if a single
operation is visible to other on-node processes, we can only enforce synchronization using
a memory barrier instruction, which causes the CPU to enforce an ordering constraint
on memory operations issued before and after the barrier instruction.
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Structure of a Notification Request Object
The call MPI_Notify_init instantiate request objects with a different internal state.
The returned request object needs an internal state that wraps all the parameters needed
for retrieving the notification and a counter that counts how many notifications have
already been matched. The data structure used as extra_state in the generic request
object is shown in listing 4.2.
1 typedef struct foMPI_Notification_request
2 {
3 MPI_Win win;
4 int source_rank;
5 int tag;
6 int count;
7 int matched;
8 } foMPI_Notification_request_t;
Listing 4.2: Data structure representing the extra_state of a notification request object
Since the notifications are window related and the the notification queues provided
by the underlying libraries too the win argument is needed. It permits the query
functions to reference the locations of the UQ, XPMEM and uGNI queues related to a
specified window. As mentioned before a notification request is considered completed
only when count RMA transfers with a specified tag remotely initiated by the PE
of rank source_rank are globally visible. For this reason we have to keep these tree
values in the state of each notification request object in order to query the notification
system.
The variable matched is necessary if the test function is invoked multiple times: if
the test_fun is not able to retrieve as many notifications as specified in the count
variable, it saves the number of notifications that already matched the query in this
matched variable. This hack permits to test multiple times the same notification request
object without discarding any notification found in previous tests. This approach avoids
to push back into the UQ the matching notifications already found at the end of an
unsuccessful test. The push back would require an expensive (in terms of time and space)
management of the order in the UQ.
As hinted before at every invocation of MPI_START corresponds an invocation of
activate_fun. In the foMPI-NA implementation activate_fun checks if count =
matched. If the check results positive, this function considers the previous test of the
notification request object as completed and resets the matched variable to 0. Otherwise
it leaves the value of this variable untouched in order to enable the user to test the
request again without loosing the notification that already matched the tests before.
Testing Functions
Once defined the request data structure, re-implementing the subset of the functions
MPI_{TEST|WAIT}{ALL|SOME|ANY} was straight forward. MPI_WAIT at the time
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of invocation checks the type of the request object and invokes the related wait_fun
passing as arguments the extra_state pointer and the pointer to the MPI_STATUS
object specified by the user. After the completion, if the request is persistent, MPI_WAIT
deactivates the request object otherwise the request object is freed. The MPI_TEST
function has the same behavior but it invokes the test_fun instead of the wait_fun.
We also implemented the MPI_WAIT_ANY and MPI_TEST_ANY functions that tests an
array of request objects starting from a random index. In the former case the test
continues till a request is ready. In the latter case, the test continues till a request is
ready or till all the requests have been analysed once.
The Unexpected Queue
As mentioned before, the UQ is the queue that our implementation uses to keep track
of the retrieved notifications that were not matching any previous query. The design
of this queue can considerably affect the performance of the overall notification system
if it is used in an highly randomized access pattern. For this reason we decided to
define an interface for accessing this queue in order to be able in future to change the
implementation of the UQ without modifying its interaction with the notification system.
The interface exposes the following functionalities:
• Initialisation and Cleanup of the set
• Push a notification
• Pop a notification
• Search and remove a notification
Since the queue behaves in a FIFO manner, we kept the Push and Pop names for
indicating the insertion and the extraction operations respectively. After defining this
interface, we decided to keep the first implementation of the queue as simple as possible
in order to reduce the complexity of the project in the first stage of development. It’s
also worth notify that in all the application we tested the use of the UQ was always
minimal, not influencing at all the performance of the overall system.
The first version of the UQ is simply implemented as an ordered (FIFO) double-
linked list. When an unexpected notification is inserted in the UQ, the tag and the
source_rank are wrapped in a list node data structure. Always attaching newly created
nodes at the head of the list (it requires O(1) steps) ensures the forward ordering to be
from the youngest notification to the oldest one. The extraction of the oldest notification
is done by detaching the tail of that list in O(1) steps. For what regard the search and
removal of a specific notification (< source, tag > - <MPI_ANY_SOURCE,tag> - <source,
MPI_ANY_TAG>) the implementation scans the list from the tail to the head (fig. 4.1).
As soon as it finds a matching notification, this one is detached and freed. The complexity
of this search at the worst case is O(k) where k is the number of notifications present in
the UQ at the time of the querying algorithm invocation.
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Figure 4.1: Queue of unexpected notifications (order preserving)
This list ensures ordering without the need of any timestamps but at the moment
it is not optimized to optimally exploit the memory hierarchy and it is not thread-safe
(this feature in our project was not needed). As a future improvement we would like to
implement a locality-conscious lock-free doubly linked lists.
Notification System Querying Algorithms
Notification requests are advanced only in test and wait functions. These functions
invoke wait_fun and test_fun respectively. In order to keep the overheads in our
notification system as low as possible the algorithm of these two query function has to
be quite trivial. For this reason it is mainly composed by three steps only:
1. Check of the UQ
2. Check of the shared memory (XPMEM) notification queue
3. Check of the uGNI notification queue
Algorithm 4.1 illustrates how the wait_fun is implemented. The algorithm loops
until the test succeeds. Inside the loop the following steps are performed in order: first the
algorithm queries the UQ for matching notifications. If it finds a matching notification, it
increases the matched counter included in the internal state of the request. If the request
reaches the required number of matching notifications then the wait_fun returns. If
the UQ does not contain all the needed notifications the check continues with the polling
of the XPMEM queue and the uGNI destination completion queue associated with the
target window. While polling these queues, we may encounter notifications that do
not match the query parameters. These notifications are appended to the UQ for later
matching. Once a notification is returned to the user, the request will remain marked as
completed (matched=count).
During the realization of the first proof of concept, we also considered to delegate the
check of the XPMEM and uGNI queues to a software agent. In this case the software
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Algorithm 4.1: Notifications querying algorithm
1 Querying algorithm;
Data: A notification_request =<source_rank, tag, count> representing the set of
notifications that we are waiting for, Status object for result
2 Queue unexpected_queue;
3 Queue device_queue;
4 Queue xpmem_queue;
5 int matched = 0;
6 while matched < notification_request.count ∧ no matching notification found in
unexpected_queue do
7 notification = search_oldest_notification(unexpected_queue, <source_rank, tag>);
8 if notification is matching the query parameters then
9 counter_received++;
10 status.SOURCE = notification.SOURCE;
11 status.TAG = notification.TAG;
12 else
13 no more matching notifications are present in unexpected_queue ;
14 end
15 end
16 while matched < notification_request.count do
17 if notification_request.source is an on-node PE then
18 notification = pop(xpmem_queue);
19 if notification is matching the query parameters then
20 counter_received++;
21 status.SOURCE = notification.SOURCE;
22 status.TAG = notification.TAG;
23 else
24 if xpmem_queue is not empty then
25 push(notification, unexpected_queue);
26 end
27 end
28 end
29 if notification_request.source is not an on-node PE then
30 notification = pop(device_queue);
31 if notification is matching the query parameters then
32 counter_received++;
33 status.SOURCE = notification.SOURCE;
34 status.TAG = notification.TAG;
35 else
36 if device_queue is not empty then
37 push(notification, unexpected_queue);
38 end
39 end
40 end
41 end
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agent was responsible to populating the UQ, while the query_fun was only in charge
of searching for matching notification in the UQ. This approach, at the expense of using
additional resources, ensures a lower utilization of the uGNI and XPMEM queues but
was not used in foMPI-NA because it led to higher latencies in retrieving notifications.
Implementation on Cray Networks
The uGNI API provides a low-level communication service to user-space software and
follows a Single Program Multiple Data (SPMD) approach. It directly exposes the
communication capabilities of the Cray network application-specific integrated circuit
(ASIC). In this way the uGNI API user can realize as much of the hardware performance
of the Cray ASIC as possible.
This API, compared to the DMAPP one, is much more complicated to use and
it has many limitations, however it natively provides a mechanism for notifying the
completion of RDMA operations to their targets. The API defines two different kind
of queues: the source completion queue, in which the Network Interface Controller
(NIC) enqueues reports about remote completion of locally initiated transfers, and the
destination completion queue, in which the NIC enqueues small reports about completions
of remotely initiated transfers. Our implementation handles these two kind of queues in
order to retrieve the status of locally or remotely initiated RDMA operations.
The uGNI Functionalities
The implementation of foMPI-NA has to accomplish the following tasks in order to
perform notified RMA accesses:
• Establish a communication domain and attach it to an NIC device
• Create one or more completion queues (CQs)
• Register memory that has to be exposed to network accesses within the NIC
• Use Fast Memory Access (FMA) or Block Transfer Engine (BTE) to transfer data
between endpoints.
• Release resources
Each of these tasks has his own peculiarities, that led us to do some choice that are
described in the following sections.
Domain The uGNI hardware security protection model uses communication domains
to establish secure network communication. The communication domain allows an
application to enforce a protection scheme across all of its network transactions. Creating
a communication domain (CDM) requires several steps: first it has to be initialized
passing as arguments some security tokens that the user has to directly request to the
operating system. After the initialization the CDM has to be attached to the NIC.
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Finally, a set of endpoints2 is linked to the CDM. This last step enables the access to
messaging services such as FMA or BTE.
Completion Queue In this project this mechanism is considered the most important
one. As a matter of fact Completion Queues (CQ) provide an event notification mechanism
for RMA operations. As hinted before, two different kinds of completion queues are
available: source and destination completion queues. In both queues, the NIC directly
write reports of completed events. This direct write ensures a very efficient mechanism of
notification. For what regard remote notifications, every RMA operation can be tagged
at the origin by setting the tag as an attribute of the endpoint used for sending the data.
This attribute can be retrieved by the target NIC and inserted in the destination queue
without using additional messages.
Register Memory The uGNI API does not directly exposes over the network all the
virtual memory of every process. In order to ensure security proprieties and reflecting
the PGAS paradigm every process can individually decide which part of memory has to
be shared with the others PE. The uGNI API does not directly exposes over the network
all the virtual memory of the process, however every process can expose segments of it
at runtime. This is possible only by registering a memory segment to the NIC using a
specific call.
Communication primitive The uGNI API allows to directly use different commu-
nication services for transferring data: Fast Memory Access (FMA), Block Transfer
Engine and a Datagram Service. FMA is optimized for transferring small, possibly
non-contiguous blocks of data between local and remote memory. uGNI implements
FMA in a way that enables data to be moved by the processor directly from the user
space, through the ASIC to the network.
Different form of FMA transaction are available:
• The Short Message interface (SMSG) enables the user to send and receive short
point-to-point messages using pre-allocated non shared mailboxes.
• The Shared Message Queue interface (MSGQ) enables the user to send and receive
short point-to-point messages for large jobs using a pre-allocated shared mailbox.
• The FMA Distributed Memory interface (FMA DM) for moving user data between
local and remote user memory.
• The PostCQWrite that enables the user to only post a 6-Byte value a remote
completion queue.
2An endpoint is a local description of a remote PE: it contains informations such as the network
address of a partner PE
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Instead, the BTE functionality is intended for large asynchronous data transfer
between nodes. This protocol requires the cooperation of the operating system in order
to setup the communication. This need brings the protocol to have higher latencies, and
make it not optimal for short messages. Is instead optimal for large messages because
after the initial setup the transfer is totally oﬄoaded the the DMA engine and to the
NIC, without involving any more the processor.
Transmission of Notifications
The uGNI interface allows to attach of an 4-Byte transaction identifier to each RMA
access. This identifier is automatically returned in the destination completion queue
as soon as the RMA operation is committed at the target side. The polling of the
destination completion queue only returns this transaction identifier and does not give
the opportunity to retrieve also the source rank of the PE that originated the RMA
operation. For this reason our implementation encodes within this transaction identifier
both source rank and the user defined tag using 2 Bytes for each of them. This choice
was also compliant with the tag definition present in the MPI specification: every tag
used by any MPI call has to be in the range [0,MPI_TAG_UB] and MPI_TAG_UB has to
be at least 32767.
Notification with Data Transfer
Our implementation deals with different types of messaging systems provided by the
Cray ASIC. In foMPI-NA the data transfer system switch from using FMA to use BTE
as soon as the size of a single contiguous transfer overcome a specified threshold. The
Cray’s implementation uses 1024 Bytes as a threshold to switch from one system to the
other one.
We tested multiple configurations of this threshold and the results of our tests are
shown in figure 4.2. The plot shows that there are no relevant differences in terms of
bandwidth between using as threshold 512 and 1024 Bytes, there are also no differences
between using using 2048 and 4096 Bytes but seems to exist some space in which FMA
can perform better than BTE between 1024 and 2048 Bytes. For this reason in our
implementation we chose to use 2048 as threshold for switching between FMA and BTE.
Since the MPI interface provides also the capability to invoke indexed operations3.
foMPI-NA has also to deal with them in order to be compliant to the specification.
Unlike the DMAPP API the uGNI one does not provides any native calls for handling
this special kind of transfers. The only way to provide this feature is to emulate a non
contiguous transfer with a set of contiguous ones. This need, joint to the reordering
behavior of the adaptive routing used by the Cray’s RDMA network led us to avoid to
couple the transmission of a notification to each contiguous transfer. In the case in which
an indexed transfer is needed, our implementation first sends all the data splitting it in
3An indexed operation transfers some contiguous data present in the window of the origin to the
window of the target but is able to spread the data in a non contiguous manner specifying offsets
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contiguous transfers, after the origin of the transfers checks for the completion at the
source side and finally it sends a notification without any data transfers.
Obviously this algorithm increases the latency needed to notify the target of an RMA
operation, however we considered that in every case non contiguous transfer are slower.
For the sake of completeness, we mention that we also tried to find an algorithm able to
aggregate a set of partial notifications at the target-side in order to avoid to wait this
additional RTT (waiting for the remote completion at the source). Unfortunately the
hardware limitation on the size of the transaction identifier led us to stop investigating
in this direction, waiting for the next generation hardware.
The uGNI API has also many more technical restrictions described in its documenta-
tion. We took in account all of them but we optimized only contiguous transfers. Some
restrictions such as the one that uGNI is not thread-safe, or that the number of uGNI
processes should be limited to the number of cores if running on the same node, had no
impact on our implementation. Some other restrictions instead, had a big impact. These
restriction are all related to RDMA transfers.
For what regard the FMA system we have several alignment requirements: for
instance, on Gemini systems remote reads require 4-Byte alignment for local address,
remote address, and the length. Aries systems differ in that: remote reads do not require
a 4-Byte aligned local address. Some other limitations on the AMOs exists but in our
implementation we always use DMAPP for executing atomic operations. BTE suffers
the same alignment restriction of FMA but it has another limit: the maximum BTE
operation length is ((232)− 1) bytes. Fortunately DMAPP supports RDMA transfers of
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((232)− 1) and larger. Other constraints are present: for instance when an FMA remote
read is invoked, the local buffer has to be registered within the NIC. For both remote
reads and writes, if BTE is used, local buffers have to be registered within the NIC as
well.
In every case in which one of this requirements is not satisfied foMPI-NA switch
to the DMAPP API that has no constraints of this type. In order to send a coherent
notification4 in the case in which DMAPP is used, we first wait at the origin side for the
remote completion and only after a notification is sent.
Notification without Data Transfer
The uGNI API provides access to several different messaging services (line 41), however
in this case we only need to send a notification to a target PE, without involving any
data transfers. This requirement led us to discard several option.
For instance, the BTE mechanism offered by the API is designed to efficiently support
large transfers of contiguous data. It cannot be used for transmitting only a single
notification because it requires the cooperation of the operating system, and this need
makes the use of this system disadvantageous with small messages. The datagram
service instead was at the beginning more promising in terms of latency but at the end
of its analysis we decided to avoid to use it mainly for two reasons: firstly the uGNI
documentation[Cra14] is not clear in defining if the service is reliable or not. Secondly we
avoided to use it because the access pattern to that service is quite different from the one
used by FMA and BTE: this characteristic would bring us to have a not homogeneous
implementation in case the notification is sent with or without data. That fact can led
to higher overheads in both sending and receiving notifications. Our final choice was to
use the FMA system: this choice allow us to query only a single data structure at the
receiver side, reducing overheads and consequently the latency needed to notify a PE.
As previously hinted in section 41 FMA provides different subsystems for transmitting
data: SMSG and MSGQ systems are designed to be fast but they require to setup
mailboxes in advance, and as a design choice we avoided to use these methods because
they seems to be not promising in terms of scalability on large jobs. We evaluated
only the two remaining options: FMA writes with zero-length transfers coupled with a
notification and the Completion queue direct post (PostCqWrite) method.
As shown in fig. 4.3 the range of values where a measurement falls with higher
probability is smaller using the Post CQ Write method compared to the FMA Put
method. Using this mechanisms the measured Round Trip Times (RTT) obtained are
statistically more stable. However, as shown by the dashed red line, there are no difference
between the median values of both. We registered in both case a median value of 0.9 µs
measuring the RTT of more than 100.000 ping-pongs. In order to provide to the user a
notification mechanism that do not suffer of high variance, and in order to also provide a
model that is fitting the real obtainable performances as much as possible we preferred
to use the Post CQ Write when is needed to send a notification only.
4a notification is considered coherent if it is delivered in the destination completion queue of the
target PE only after the completion of an RMA operation
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Figure 4.3: Density diagram of timings in a notification-only ping-pong (100000 samples)
Handling Source and Destination Completion Queues
With the uGNI API the user can leverage the capability of the underlying hardware
to create and use multiple communication domains (??) separately. This propriety of
the hardware is crucial in our project because each completion queue is not related to
a specific memory segment registered within the NIC, instead it is related to an entire
communication domain. In other words, different windows initialized using the same
communication domain are not able to check the completion of only the window-related
transfers. When a Flush operation is invoked the completion of all the outstanding
operations related to the same CDM is checked. This fact lead to over synchronize if
multiple windows associated with a single CDM are used.
We evaluated multiple solutions to that. The firs analysed solution was the use of
a different CDM for each created window. came up was to create one communication
domain for each different windows. This solution is optimal for what regard avoiding over
synchronization. Unfortunately in our target architecture communication domains are
heavy objects that needs a lot of resources because they also handles security protocols
over the network. For this reason, in our system is only possible to crate a limited number
of communication domains, characteristic that doesn’t match the requirement of allowing
the user to create a custom number of windows.
The alternative solution was to use a unique communication domain and over syn-
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chronize. Although this solution is not optimal from a theoretical point of view, it should
not degrade the performances of our implementation, because of the reduced memory
footprint ,and the simpler handling of a unique communication domain by the NIC. This
solution is always adopted in every library that uses DMAPP because it enables the user
to create only a single communication domain that includes all the PEs involved in the
same job.
For what regard the destination completion queue, the uGNI API permits to specify
different queues for different memory segments registered to the NIC. In our implementa-
tion we decided to maintain a distinct destination completion queue for each different
window instance.
Implementation on Shared Memory
In order to do not involve the NIC when more than one process is allocated on the same
node, the foMPI implementation uses a library that allows different processes to share
segments of their virtual memory named XPMEM. Like in uGNI, also with XPMEM a
process is required to expose memory segments that it wants to share with other processes.
Within the exposition procedure a descriptor of the shared segment is created and sent
to the processes that are supposed to use it. After the reception of this descriptor, a
partner process can map the segment of the other process in its own memory. When this
mapping is completed, the memory segment is directly accessible using local reads or
writes operations.
foMPI-NA uses this mechanism for transferring data and notifications to on-node
processes: the target process exposes the window and a ring buffer designed to contain
notifications using XPMEM. In that way, once the origin process mapped these segments
in its own private memory, it has only to write in these data structures.
Transmission of Notifications
In general, if a notified access is invoked, the origin first copy the data to the destination
address using an optimized memcpy (SSE2), after invokes a memory fence and finally
writes the notification in the xpmem_queue of the target. It’s worth notify that XPMEM
does not maps shared memory regions in a symmetric way. A shared data structure can
appear at different memory addresses to different processes. Moreover, the mapping of a
memory segment owned by another process is done using the page frame number (PFN).
This fact means that there are no user pages on the side that is not the real owner of the
memory region. These two design choices imply that the XPMEM user can neither use
pointers nor rely in any code that uses the fast user-space locking mechanisms (futex) if
they are used within shared data structures. Seen these XPMEM limitations and our
need to share the xpmem_queue between several on-node PEs providing consistent access
to them, we implemented a custom version of an array based lock [HS08]. This locking
mechanism is order preserving avoiding in that way the starvation of notification requests.
This kind of lock reduces invalidations to a minimum, and minimizes the interval between
when a lock is freed by one thread and when it is acquired by another. However would
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be desirable to have a lock-free data structure in this system, but we left this task to
future improvements to the library.
Since the structure of the lock is very simple and the state of the queue is very small
we fit both of them in the same data structure, that occupies no more than a cache line.
As an optimization, each entry in the notification buffer is exactly the size of one cache
line and a notification contains, in addition to source and tag, a payload field including
the destination offset and the data. The data of small put accesses can thus be directly
added to the notification to reduce the number of cache line transfers. We call this
protocol inline transfer.
In the case that the inline transfer protocol is used, the burden of copying the data
in the right memory location is left to the target side implementation of the notification
system. This optimization avoids the use of the memory fence at the origin side, that is
not needed if the transfer involves only a single cache line.
Test Suite
In order to be compliant with MPI, foMPI-NA has to handle different kinds of MPI
windows (static and dynamic) and MPI Datatypes [SKH13]. After the implementation
phase of the project,In order to test all the part of the implementation that have been
changed in foMPI-NA we also extended the related test suite. We introduced some tests
that check:
• the behavior of the UQ.
• the correctness of contiguous transfers on non-dynamic windows.
• the correctness of contiguous PUTs with notification and the notification system
on non-dynamic windows.
• the correctness of contiguous GETs with notification and the notification system
on non-dynamic windows.
• several test for both PUTs and GETs on dynamic windows:
– using non contiguous dynamic MPI Datatypes over more than one memory
region
– using non contiguous dynamic MPI Datatypes over more than one memory
region but contiguous blocks aren’t aligned with memory regions boundaries
– using contiguous dynamic MPI Datatypes over more than one memory region
It’s worth notifying that foMPI-NA passed both the tests designed for foMPI and
the ones designed for testing the notification system. Since foMPI-NA was designed to
provide a lightweight implementation, is also possible to compile it without the XPMEM
or Notified Access support. Also in these two cases all the tests targeting foMPI were
successfully executed. Further details about the implementation of foMPI-NA and an
excerpt of the source code are presented in the appendix.
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CHAPTER 5
Benchmarks
We compared the performance of Notified Access with existing MPI RMA and Message
Passing mechanisms implemented in foMPI and Cray MPI. Gerstenberger at al. [GBH13]
demonstrated that foMPI outperforms other programming models such as UPC, CAF,
or Cray’s native MPI One Sided, thus, we use foMPI for all MPI One Sided experiments
and Cray’s MPICH for the message passing experiments.
5.1 Experimental Environment
As mentioned in section 2.3, to run our tests we used the Cray XC30 machine owned by
the Swiss National Supercomputing Center named Piz Daint. We compiled foMPI-NA
and our benchmarking suite using this software environment:
• Cray Linux Environment (CLE) version 5.1.UP01
• GCC version 4.8.2 using the O3 optimization level and disabling the debug checks
using the macro -DNDEBUG
• Cray-MPICH version 6.2.2
• uGNI version 5.0-1
• DMAPP version 7.0.1
• XPMEM version 0.1
All the measurements reported in this document are collected using a High Resolution
Timer (HRTimer) that works at a 64-bit nanoseconds resolution. Before running each
experiment the timer calibrates itself calculating multiple times the number of ticks
elapsed during a second. As soon as these measurement can be considered stable this
value is saved in a global variable. In order to quickly retrieve timestamps, the HRTimer
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only gets the value of the CPU tick counter using a single ASM instruction. The elapsed
time is calculated as the difference in ticks between two timestamps and converted to
microseconds.
5.2 Ping-Pong
The first experiment implied the evaluation of the latency needed by ping-pongs of data
between two PEs. The ping-pong benchmark measures the latency, or response times, of
message sending operations in concurrent systems: It create two actors, called client and
server. At each ping-pong the client sets up a variable size message to send to the server.
Each time the message is sent from client to server, and server responds by sending the
same message back to client, the message has effectively completed a round trip. By
measuring the time taken for server to respond to client, averaged over all messages,
we can measure the average time taken to respond to a message, including sending and
receiving a response. In this section we describe all details about each ping-pong test.
Algorithm
In this experiment we used multiple versions of a standard ping-pong benchmark. Each
version measures the time needed by the client process to send data to the server process
and being aware that the data sent backward by the server is committed in memory.
We compared Notified Access performances to traditional message passing, one sided
communication with general active target mode and fence synchronizations mechanisms.
We also compared our results with an unsynchronized benchmark which is not a legal
synchronization pattern (because is not portable) but indicates our lower-bound for
network transmissions.
Each experiment is divided in different rounds. Each round involves the transfer of a
different amount of data and is logically divided in two different phases: the first one
called warm-up consists in a set of transfers that are done in order to bring the system in
steady-state. The latencies needed by each transfer in this phase are not measured. The
second phase of the round consists in doing an higher number of ping-pong (compared to
the first phase) and gather the latencies needed by each of them. The generalised pseudo
code of our experiment is presented in algorithm 5.1.
The PingPong() function used in algorithm 5.1 has different implementations that
reflect different synchronization methods. The boolean argument of this function only
indicates if measurements have to be gathered or not. Going into the details, the MPI
message passing implementation of the ping-pong simply consists in invoking MPI_SEND
and MPI_RECEIVE if the node is the client node, otherwise it invokes them in the
opposite order (algorithm 5.2).
For what regardMPI one sided experiments, as previously mentioned, we implemented
three different variants of the ping-pong algorithm.
The first version uses the collective call MPI_Win_fence function for synchronizing.
As explained in section 3.1 this collective call closes an exposure and access epoch while it
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Algorithm 5.1: General algorithm used for measurements
Data:
int size; // size of the data transfer for each round
int warmup; //number of warm-up iteration
int iterations; //number of measured iterations
1 for size = 1 ; size < MAX_SIZE ; size = size * 2 do
2 /*loops that geometrically increments the transfer size */
3 /*barrier that prevents from the floating due to the calculation of the statistics*/
4 MPI_Barrier(comm);
5 for iter = 0 ; iter < warmup + iterations ; iter++ do
6 /*loops that repeat multiple times the ping pong transfer */
7 if iter >= warmup then
8 pingPong(FALSE);
9 else
10 pingPong(TRUE);
11 end
12 end
13 calculate_round_stats();
14 save_round_stats();
15 end
Algorithm 5.2: SPMD Algorithm used in the message passing ping-pong experiment
1 Function PingPong(bool warmup) : void is
2 if node_type != server_node then
3 if warmup == FALSE then
4 get_save_Time();
5 end
6 MPI_Send();
7 MPI_Receive();
8 if warmup == FALSE then
9 get_save_Time();
10 end
11 else
12 MPI_Receive();
13 MPI_Send();
14 end
15 return;
16 end
opens a new one. This closure means that all the RMA operations that were outstanding
before the invocation of the fence, are globally visible (committed in target memories) as
soon as the fence returns. For this reason, since each ping-pong implies two transfers to
be issued in different epochs, each PE invokes the fence twice. For instance the client
PE invokes MPI_Put first. When this function returns, the transfer is not ensured to
be committed at the target side, it’s only possible to consider it as ”outstanding”. At
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this time, both client and server join the first fence. As soon as the fence returns both
PEs know that the first transfer is completed and the server PE bounces the data back
issuing another MPI_Put. Now the backward put is outstanding. At this point both
the PEs close the second epoch invoking for the second time the fence. When the last
fence returns both clients know that the ping-pong is complete. The pseudocode of the
algorithm is illustrated in algorithm 5.3.
Similarly to each other collective call, the MPI_Win_fence needs to be invoked by
all the PEs that participated to the creation of the window that have been parameter of
it. For this reason, if more than two PEs are used in the experiment at the same time, the
overhead due to the global synchronization1 increases. In our experiment we avoided to
measure this overhead creating a different instance of the window for each pair of nodes
involved in the same ping-pong. This approach minimizes the synchronization overhead
for the fence test and we expect that its performances are similar to the ones obtained
using the general active target synchronization mechanism (PSCW). We also verified
this assumption implementing the ping-pong benchmark using the MPI_Win_{PSCW}
functions (alg. 5.4).
Algorithm 5.3: SPMD Algorithm used in the RMA ping-pong experiment using the
MPI_Win_fence synchronization scheme
1 Function PingPong(bool warmup) : void is
2 if node_type != server_node then
3 if warmup == FALSE then
4 get_save_Time();
5 end
6 MPI_Put(); /*sends the data*/
7 MPI_Win_fence(); /*waits for first transfer completion*/
8 MPI_Win_fence(); /*waits for backward transfer completion*/
9 if warmup == FALSE then
10 get_save_Time();
11 end
12 else
13 MPI_Win_fence(); /*waits for first transfer*/
14 MPI_Put(); /*sends the data*/
15 MPI_Win_fence(); /*waits for backward transfer completion*/
16 end
17 return;
18 end
1between all the PEs using the same win
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Algorithm 5.4: SPMD Algorithm used in the RMA ping-pong experiment using the
MPI_Win_{Post|Start|Complete|Wait} synchronization scheme
1 Function PingPong(bool warmup) : void is
2 if node_type != server_node then
3 if warmup == FALSE then
4 get_save_Time();
5 end
6 MPI_Win_start(); /*opening access epoch*/
7 MPI_Put(); /*sending data*/
8 MPI_Win_complete(); /*waiting for transfer completion*/
9 MPI_Win_post(); /*opening exposure epoch*/
10 MPI_Win_wait(); /*wait for data*/
11 if warmup == FALSE then
12 get_save_Time();
13 end
14 else
15 MPI_Win_post(); /*opening exposure epoch*/
16 MPI_Win_wait(); /*wait for data*/
17 MPI_Win_start(); /*opening access epoch*/
18 MPI_Put(); /*sending data*/
19 MPI_Win_complete(); /*waiting for transfer completion*/
20 end
21 return;
22 end
The third RMA version is a non conventional implementation. In fact it does not
use any synchronization calls and it is not portable. The client PE sends the data using
the MPI_PUT call, while the server PE is in busy wait on the receiving buffer (alg. 5.5).
The waiting phase is implemented with a while loop that checks for changes in the first
and last elements of the buffer that is involved in the transfer. When both first and
last elements change, the algorithm assumes that the transfer is committed in memory.
This synchronization pattern is not legal in MPI, and makes strong assumptions on the
ordering of writes at the target side. However we decided to test the performance of this
scheme because we can use them as a theoretical lower bound. This bound represents
the minimum time needed by our target system to perform a ping-pong of data and the
difference between this bound and the performance reached by our notification system
represents the overhead that our system introduce for setting up a communication and
to match a notification at target side.
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Algorithm 5.5: SPMD Algorithm used in the RMA ping-pong experiment not using any
synchronization mechanisms (busy waiting on buffer changes)
1 Function PingPong(bool warmup) : void is
2 if node_type != server_node then
3 if warmup == FALSE then
4 get_save_Time();
5 end
6 MPI_Put();
7 while receive buffer is not changed do
8 nop;
9 end
10 if warmup == FALSE then
11 get_save_Time();
12 end
13 else
14 while receive buffer is not changed do
15 nop;
16 end
17 MPI_Put();
18 end
19 return;
20 end
Finally we implemented a version that uses the Notified Access interface. This version
is shown in algorithm 5.6. The first step performed by this version of the benchmark is
to setup a notification request object using MPI_Notify_init. In order to invoke this
call we have to specify the rank of the partner and the expected tag as parameters. The
second step consists in sending the data and the notification to the partner process using
MPI_Put_notify. Finally the algorithm enables and waits on the notification request
object previously created during the first step in order to understand when the backward
transfer is committed in memory.
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Algorithm 5.6: SPMD Algorithm used in the RMA ping-pong experiment using the
Notified Access synchronization scheme
1 Function PingPong(bool warmup) : void is
2 MPI_request notification_request;
3 MPI_notify_init(rank_partner, tag, &notification_request);
/*initialize the notification request*/
4 if node_type != server_node then
5 if warmup == FALSE then
6 get_save_Time();
7 end
8 MPI_Put_notify(); /*Sends the data and the notification*/
9 MPI_Start(notification_request); /*Enables the request*/
10 MPI_Wait(notification_request); /* waits for the request*/
11 if warmup == FALSE then
12 get_save_Time();
13 end
14 else
15 MPI_Start(notification_request);
16 MPI_Wait(notification_request);
17 MPI_Put_notify();
18 end
19 MPI_Request_free(&notification_request); /*free the resources need by
the request object */
20 return;
21 end
Furthermore the performance reached by MPI_Get_notify in a ping-pong mi-
crobenchmark was measured. For the sake of brevity we omit the detailed description of
the used algorithms because they are identical to the previously described ones . The
only difference is that we use remote reads instead of remote writes. Is worth to mention
that in MPI message passing no semantically equivalent patterns are comparable to
remote reads. The same problem exists in the version of the benchmark that do not
involves synchronization calls: in this case is not possible to detect when a remote read
is committed at the target side only busy waiting on a buffer. Considering the previous
observation we decided to not compare these versions in this benchmark.
Avoiding Measurement Bias
As hinted before, our target system is one of the most powerful systems in Europe. For
this reason is well suited for a very wide range of scientific calculations and a lot of
different projects are always running on it in parallel at the same time. Unfortunately
we didn’t had the opportunity to use the system (or part of it) in isolation: this limit
led us to carefully configure each test in order to reduce measurement errors as much as
possible. Our approach was to randomize the behaviour of our tests in order to limit the
impact of measurements perturbations due to other processes running at the same time.
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This was the only possible choice since our target network uses adaptive routing and we
are not able to evaluate the loading factor of each network channel at a specific time.
For what regard the inter-node experiments random nodes belonging to different groups
were chosen. This approach should limit the impact of the job allocator policies on our
measurements and it ensures that at least a global channel (optical) is used in every
transfer. Since other computations can systematically interfere with our tests we also
randomized the starting time of the executions of each tests. Every test was executed
with a delay between one and four hours after the end of the previous one. Finally we also
considered the proprieties of the hardware: the NIC is able to compress transfers that
involves data with low entropy. In order to have meaningful results all the transferred
data was randomized.
Results
In this section we report the performances measured in every ping-pong experiments.
Each test was compiled using the configuration specified in section 5.1 and ran in our
target machine. Every round of each test involves a transfer of data from a minimum of
8 to a maximum of 218 contiguous Bytes. Each test was executed 10 times using 6 PEs
simultaneously. At each round ten ping-pong iterations were executed in the warm-up
phase and measurements were gathered on the next 100 iterations. Every round involves
only the transfer of the same amount of data. The latencies are calculated as Round Trip
Time (RTT) divided by 2.
As we were expecting our notification system provides lower latencies in a ping-pong
of data. The overhead generated by the notification-matching mechanism is limited
and our implementation provides performances comparable with our theoretical lower
bound. Notified Access on inter-node communications provides a faster synchronization
mechanism in comparison with already existing synchronization methods especially on
small messages. This performance improvement enables users to reach the maximum
injection bandwidth of the system with smaller transfer than using other methods,
increasing the efficiency of the system.
Figure 5.1 shows median latencies reached by each implementation of this bench-
mark. We omit to show the timings collected running the experiment using the fence
synchronization primitive because performances were almost identical to the ones reached
by the PSCW method. The plot shows that the best performing already available
synchronization method is message passing. As mentioned before the combination of the
eager protocol (sec 2) and the use of a progress thread gives improved performances at
the cost of using some additional resources.
Since the MPI specification does not require the source buffer to be part of the
exposed window we also implemented a test that uses an external source buffer (not
exposed to network accesses). We consider meaningful to test this configuration because
in uGNI if BTE is used in a transfer, the buffer must be exposed over the network by
registering it within the NIC. Since the registration is time consuming, using a non
exposed buffer implies higher overheads that led to higher ping-pong latencies. Figure
5.2 compares the latencies needed by our notification system in the case in which the
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Figure 5.1: Median latencies obtained by using different synchronization schemes in a ping-pong
benchmark (inter-node communications)
buffer is already registered within the NIC or not. The degradation observable in the
plot starts when MPI_Put_notify switches to use BTE and it’s due to the registration
of the buffer within the NIC.
The last experiment involving remote writes was using the same ping-pong imple-
mentations but using processes allocated on the same computing node. In this case
our system is not able to deliver increased performances. This fact is due to the use of
shared memory: our implementation uses XPMEM for transferring data, and the same
mechanism is also used by the foMPI and Cray MPICH implementations. In both case
synchronization is implemented updating shared variables in memory. Figure 5.3 shows
the performances reached by each synchronization mechanisms when only intra-node
communications are involved.
Finally, figure 5.4 depicts the latencies measured in a ping-pong benchmark that uses
remote reads. In the plot we also report the performance reached by a standard message
passing ping-pong only in order to compare them.
The results show that in each test the performance gain given by the use of Notification
Access decreases as soon as the size of transfers increases. In fact, the impact of reducing
synchronization latencies using our notification system is indeed decreasing: saving an
RTT becomes negligible when the latency of a transfer is much greater than the RTT
itself. The detailed results of our ping-pong microbenchmarks are presented in the
Appendix.
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5.3 Computation/Communication Overlap
Our overlap benchmark measures what share of the communication latency can be
overlapped with computation. For each data size, it calibrates the computation to
consume slightly more time than the communication latency. Listing 5.1 shows a
simplified version of the code used for calibrating the computation time for each transfer
size. In this example MPI message passing is used. However the only change that affects
other versions of the same benchmark is the substitution of MPI_Isend with MPI_Put
or MPI_Put_notify and the substitution of MPI_Wait with MPI_Win_fence or
MPI_Win_flush.
1 for( size=1 ; size<=MAX_SIZE ; size*=2 ) {
2 /* measure the communication time */
3 HRT_GET_TIMESTAMP(t1);
4 for( k=0 ; k<ITERATIONS_TAKE_TIME ; k++ ) {
5 MPI_Isend(&buf[0], size, MPI_DOUBLE,1,0, MPI_COMM_WORLD,&req);
6 MPI_Wait(&req,MPI_STATUS_IGNORE);
7 }
8 /*...*/
9 HRT_GET_TIMESTAMP(t2);
10 HRT_GET_ELAPSED_TICKS(t1, t2, &s);
11 comm_time = HRT_GET_USEC(s)/ITERATIONS_TAKE_TIME;
12 /*...*/
13 /* measure the computation time */
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14 HRT_GET_TIMESTAMP(t1);
15 for( k=0 ; k<ITERATIONS_TAKE_TIME ; k++ ) {
16 for( l=0 ; l<last_n ; l++ ) {
17 operand1 = operand4 % 17;
18 operand2 = operand4 % 15;
19 operand3 = operand4 % 13;
20 operand4 += operand1 + operand2 + operand3;
21 }
22 result += operand4;
23 }
24 HRT_GET_TIMESTAMP(t2);
25 HRT_GET_ELAPSED_TICKS(t1, t2, &s);
26 comp_time = HRT_GET_USEC(s)/ITERATIONS_TAKE_TIME;
27 }
Listing 5.1: Simplified code that calibrates the length of the computation
After this calibration the benchmarking phase in which the computation is placed
between the communication initiation (MPI_Isend, MPI_Put, or MPI_Put_notify)
and the local completion (MPI_Wait, MPI_Win_fence, or MPI_Flush) starts. Listing
5.2 shows the code used for measuring the overlap in the MPI message passing version of
the benchmark.
1 /* measure the overlap time */
2 if (bench) {
3 HRT_GET_TIMESTAMP(t1);
4 }
5 if( rank == 0) {
6 MPI_Isend(&buf[0], size, MPI_DOUBLE,1,0, MPI_COMM_WORLD, &req);
7 for( k=0 ; k<n ; k++ ) {
8 operand1 = operand4 % 17;
9 operand2 = operand4 % 15;
10 operand3 = operand4 % 13;
11 operand4 += operand1 + operand2 + operand3;
12 }
13 result += operand4;
14 MPI_Wait(&req,MPI_STATUS_IGNORE);
15 HRT_GET_TIMESTAMP(t2);
16 HRT_GET_ELAPSED_TICKS(t1, t2, &s);
17 vals[print_counter++] = HRT_GET_USEC(s);
Listing 5.2: Simplified code that measures the computation/communication overlap
The ratio of communication overlap is then computed from the measured latency and
the overhead of the communication (init + completion). Figure 6.3e shows the ratio of
overlappable communication.
Results highlighted the expected behavior: MPI One Sided is almost not able to
overlap computation to communication while using small messages. This fact is due to the
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Figure 5.5: Percentage of computation/communication overlap obtained using different synchro-
nization mechanisms
FMA protocol that requires active participation of the CPU in sending the message. After
the switch to BTE the percentage of the overlappable computation increases because
in BTE the communication is completely oﬄoaded to the DMA engine after an initial
set-up phase. On the other hand, The Cray message passing implementation offers an
increased asynchronous progression. The implementation oﬄoads all communications to
a progress thread. In this way the main thread is able to overlap an increased amount of
computation to the communication at the cost of CPU resources [HL08]. It is worth notify
that the higher relative overlap reached by the Cray message passing implementation
at 8kB is due to the higher latency needed for the transmission of a message of that
size. Notified access achieves the expected high overlap for all sizes because it is able to
minimize the number of messages needed by the synchronization phase while providing a
zero-copy transfer that is fully hardware oﬄoaded.
5.4 Performance Model
Gathering the results of this first set of experiments, gave us enough data to calculate an
average latency needed by every basic operation implemented in our notification system.
The time to perform MPI_Notify_init is tinit = 0.07µs and the time to perform
MPI_Request_free is tfree = 0.04µs using our target architecture. Starting a request
incurs setting a single integer which costs tstart = 0.008µs. Issuing a notified read or
write costs tna = 0.29µs.
We also modeled both transmission and remote notification time. In order to do that
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we used a simple model for parallel computations named LogGP model [AISS95]. The
LogGP model is an extension of the LogP model for parallel computations [CKP+93]
that abstracts the communication performance of a platform by four parameters: the
communication latency (L), overhead (o), bandwidth (g), and the number of processors
(P ). Communication is modeled by point-to-point messages of some fixed short size.
Thus, the model has implicitly a fifth parameter: the message size w. This model
can accurately predict when only fixed-size short message are sent. However, many
existing parallel machine have special support for long messages which provides a much
higher bandwidth than short messages. In our case this special support is provided by
the Block Transfer Engine (BTE). The LogGP model has one additional parameter (G)
compared with the LogP model and captures this special support for long messages. Under
this model the communication is characterized by the following parameters [AISS95]:
L: an upper bound on the latency, incurred in sending a message
between two processes.
o: the overhead, defined as the length of time that a process is engaged
in the transmission os or reception or of each message. During
this time the process cannot perform other operations.
g: gap between messages, defined as the minimum time interval between
consecutive message transmissions (or receptions) at a process.
G: gap per byte for long messages, defined as the time per by needed
for injecting a byte on the network.
Instead of using the o parameter we decided to distinguish between the transmission
overhead os and the reception one or. The send overhead can be considered equal to the
time needed for issuing a notified read or write so we can consider os = tna. We also
determined the receive overhead as or = 0.07µs. It is worth to mention that this value
represents the average time needed for picking up the first notification found in the uGNI
queue. Since the user can define the parameters of the matching notifications and seen
that we don’t know in advance the distribution of the notifications that will be available
in the notification system at the moment of the query of it (it’s algorithm dependent)
we decided to measure only this overhead. As further work we would like to study in
depth the behavior of the various queues used by our notification system running several
different algorithms.
Finally we determined L (the zero-byte latency), and G (the transmission cost per byte
payload) for each kind of transfer mechanism utilized by our implementation. Table 5.1
shows L and G for all shared memory, uGNI FMA and uGNI BTE transfers.
Figure 5.6 compares the performance measured in the ping-pong benchmark and the
modeled ones. While the model results really accurate in modeling inter-node commu-
nications, is not very accurate when is needed to model an intra-node communication.
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Shared Memory uGNI FMA uGNI BTE
L 0.25µs 1.02µs 1.32µs
G 0.08ns 1.05ns 1.01ns
Table 5.1: Varying LogGP Parameters for Notified Access
We obtained more accurate predictions using two different L and G values in the case
in which the transfer size overcome a specific threshold or not. This fact led us to the
conclusion that different mechanism for copying data are used depending on the size of
the transfer. Since our implementation combines the use of SSE2 and memcpy functions
for moving data and since we do not have all the implementation details about them
(and their thresholds) we decided to provide this simple model that remains accurate in
indicating the minimum latency and the maximum bandwidth.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison between the performance obtained in the ping-pong benchmark and the
modeled one
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CHAPTER 6
Applications
After the preliminary phase entirely focused on microbenchmarks we implemented several
use-cases of Notified Access: a pipelined stencil, a tree computation, and a parallel
Cholesky factorization. Each of these use-cases demonstrates a different version of a
producer-consumer problem where Notified Access can be used.
6.1 Pipeline Stencil
The first kind of applications in which Notified Access can be used is pipeline stencils.
Every pipeline computation requires point-to-point synchronization on data, and Notified
Access in steady-state can provided a non blocking mechanism (if the pipeline has a
good load balancing) that ensures asynchronous progression to every process. In order
to quantify the performance improvements that our notification system can deliver in
pipelined computations we utilised the Sync_p2p kernel, provided in the Intel Parallel
Research Kernels (PRK) [T. ]. The PRK suite consists of a set of common low level
operations, and it has recently been released as open source. This specific kernel was
designed to test the efficiency of point-to-point communications using MPI message
passing. We ported the Intel implementation of this benchmark to two versions that
use MPI One Sided with fence and PSCW synchronization methods respectively and a
version that uses Notified Access.
Algorithm
Synch_p2p implements a 3-points one-dimensional pipeline stencil. A two-dimensional
array A of size m×n is distributed in vertical strips among the PEs. The matrix elements
are updated through the stencil operation shown in equation 6.1.
A(i, j) = A(i− 1, j) +A(i, j − 1)−A(i− 1, j − 1) (6.1)
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This operation carries dependences in each of the spatial dimensions and is, therefore, not
parallelizable in a straightforward manner. Parallelism is achieved by setting up pipelined
execution. The first PE computes one partial row (fixed j) of updated elements. It then
synchronizes with its right neighbour and proceeds to the second row. The neighbouring
process can now start with the update of its segment of the first row. Once the pipeline
is filled, all PEs will be working in parallel. Algorithm 6.1 shows the fast path of the
benchmark implemented using MPI_Send and MPI_Recv.
Algorithm 6.1: Algorithm and communication pattern used by the stencil computation
(MPI message passing)
Data:
#define ARRAY(i,j) vector[i+1+(j)*(segment_size+1)]
1 for j = 1 ; j < n ; j++ do
2 /* if I am not at the left boundary, I need to wait for my left neighbour to send data */
3 if PE > 0 then
4 MPI_Recv(&(dst[j], 1, MPI_DOUBLE, PE - 1, . . . );
5 ARRAY(start[PE]-1, j) = dst[j] ;
6 end
7 for i = start[PE]; i <= end[PE]; i++ do
8 ARRAY(i,j) = ARRAY(i-1,j) + ARRAY(i,j-1) - ARRAY(i-1,j-1);
9 end
10 /* if I’m not on the right boundary, send data to my right neighbor */
11 if PE ! = NPES-1 then
12 src[j] = ARRAY(start[PE], j);
13 MPI_Send(&(src[j]), 1, MPI_DOUBLE, PE + 1, . . . );
14 end
15 end
Porting the Intel implementation to our notification systems required only to change
few lines of code. Firstly we have to expose over the network the dst buffer, letting in
this way other PEs access it using RMA operations. After the first step, it is necessary
to initialize an array of requests, one for each location of the array dst. This need is due
to the behavior of the process at the left boundary. Not having any data dependencies, it
does not need to wait for other processes. That means that it can transfer data as soon
as this data is ready. In order to ensure correctness our Notified Access implementation
uses multiple tags for identifying different transfers: in this way every process is able to
resolve the right data dependency without taking care of the order in which notifications
arrived.
Algorithm 6.2 shows how the implementation changes in the Notified Access version
of the benchmark. Algorithms 6.3 and 6.4 show both one sided implementations, one
using the fence and the other one using PSCW. The version that uses fence as a
synchronization mechanism is implemented in three steps: the first step only invokes the
fence at every round in order to allow all the other left PEs to fill-up the pipeline. The
second step performs the real calculation for every row and send the last item of each
row to the right neighbour. Finally the third steps consists only in emptying the pipeline
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Algorithm 6.2: Algorithm and communication pattern used by the stencil computation
(MPI_PUT_NOTIFY)
Data:
#define ARRAY(i,j) vector[i+1+(j)*(segment_size+1)]
MPI_Win win;
MPI_Request notification_requests[n];
MPI_Win_create( dst, n * sizeof(double), . . . , &win);
1 for j = 1 ; j < n ; j++ do
2 /*initializing notifications (one for each used tag) */
3 /* parameters: win, source rank, tag, count */
4 MPI_Notify_init(win, PE - 1, j, 1, &(notification_requests[j]));
5 end
6 for j = 1 ; j < n ; j++ do
7 /* if I’m not at the left boundary, I need to wait for my left neighbor to send data */
8 if PE > 0 then
9 MPI_Start(&(notification_requests[j]));
10 MPI_Wait(&(notification_requests[j]), &status);
11 ARRAY(start[PE]-1, j) = dst[j] ;
12 end
13 for i = start[PE]; i <= end[PE]; i++ do
14 ARRAY(i,j) = ARRAY(i-1,j) + ARRAY(i,j-1) - ARRAY(i-1,j-1);
15 end
16 /* if I’m not on the right boundary, send data to my right neighbor */
17 if PE ! = NPES-1 then
18 src[j] = ARRAY(start[PE], j);
19 MPI_Put_notify(&(src[j]), 1 , MPI_DOUBLE, PE + 1, j, . . . , win, /*tag*/ j);
20 end
21 end
22 for j = 1 ; j < n ; j++ do
23 /* free resources */
24 MPI_Notify_free(&(notification_requests[j]));
25 end
calling only the collective synchronization call.
The last version of the algorithm, as hinted before, uses the general active target
synchronization mechanism. In practice each PE opens an exposure window using
MPI_Win_post. This call matches with the MPI_Win_start invoked by the left
neighbour and enable it to send the data needed for the calculation. MPI_Win_wait
closes the exposure epoch ensuring that the transfer is completed. At this point the
algorithm proceeds with the calculation, opens an access epoch that targets the right
neighbor and send the last updated item to it.
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Algorithm 6.3: Algorithm and communication pattern used by the stencil computation
(MPI one sided fence)
Data:
#define ARRAY(i,j) vector[i+1+(j)*(segment_size+1)]
1 /*filling the pipeline*/ for offset = 0; offset < PE ; offsett++ do
2 MPI_Win_fence(win);
3 end
4 for j = 1 ; j < n ; j++ do
5 /* if I’m not at the left boundary, I need to wait for my left neighbor to send data */
6 MPI_Win_fence(win);
7 ARRAY(start[PE]-1, j) = dst[j] ;
8 for i = start[PE]; i <= end[PE]; i++ do
9 ARRAY(i,j) = ARRAY(i-1,j) + ARRAY(i,j-1) - ARRAY(i-1,j-1);
10 end
11 /* if I’m not on the right boundary, send data to my right neighbor */
12 if PE ! = NPES-1 then
13 src[j] = ARRAY(start[PE], j);
14 MPI_Put_notify(&(src[j]), 1 , MPI_DOUBLE, PE + 1, j, . . . , win, /*tag*/ j);
15 end
16 end
17 /*unfill the pipeline*/
18 for offset = NPES; offset > PE ; offsett– do
19 MPI_Win_fence(win);
20 end
Algorithm 6.4: Algorithm and communication pattern used by the stencil computation
(MPI one sided PSCW)
Data:
#define ARRAY(i,j) vector[i+1+(j)*(segment_size+1)]
1 for j = 1 ; j < n ; j++ do
2 MPI_Win_post(neighbors_group_l,0,win); MPI_Win_wait(win);
ARRAY(start[PE]-1, j) = dst[j] ;
3 for i = start[PE]; i <= end[PE]; i++ do
4 ARRAY(i,j) = ARRAY(i-1,j) + ARRAY(i,j-1) - ARRAY(i-1,j-1);
5 end
6 /* if I’m not on the right boundary, send data to my right neighbor */
7 if PE ! = NPES-1 then
8 src[j] = ARRAY(start[PE], j);
9 MPI_Win_start(neighbors_group_r, 0, win);
10 MPI_Put(&(src[j]), 1 , MPI_DOUBLE, PE + 1, j, . . . , win);
11 MPI_Win_complete(win);
12 end
13 end
Results
Once implemented this benchmark we run a strong scaling and a weak scaling experiments
on our target architecture (sections 2.3 and 5.1). In the strong scaling experiment the
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size of the matrix was kept fixed to 12800× 1280 while the number of PEs was increasing.
Every version of this experiment ran multiple times using an increasing number of PEs,
from 4 till 32. We used the same matrix dimension used by Dinan at el. [DCJ+14] in
the same experiments in order to compare them. Figure 6.1 shows the results of our
experiment. Since we are evaluating the efficiency of the communication between processes
in various modes the y axes shows billion memory accesses per second (GMOPS).
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Figure 6.1: Pipeline stencil performance of various communication schemes [T. ] . (strong scaling
experiment)
As expected, message passing performs better than one sided approaches due to use of
the communication processing thread and the use of the eager protocol. Notified Access,
without the use of any software agents consistently outperforms message passing by more
than 1.4x on 32 processes.
Figure 6.2 shows the performance of the various implementations in the weak scaling
experiment. We keep the partition size per PE constant with 1280× 1280 using up to
128 PEs.
These results show that notified access improves the performance of the pipelined
stencil more than 2.17x over message passing. As expected, other one sided approaches
are not well suited for this pattern and thus perform sub optimal. General active target
synchronization performs better than fence because it only synchronizes two neighbours
instead of all processes.
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6.2 Hierarchical Tree Computations
Hierarchical computations are ubiquitous in parallel programs. We represent such
computations by a tree-based communication which represent fan-in/fan-out as well as
scatter/gather patterns. Such patterns are often used in hierarchical computations such
as the Fast Multipole Method, Barnes Hut, or computations based on hierarchically-
structured matrices.
To represent these patterns, we implemented a n-ary tree performing a reduction
at each stage. We again implement it with Message Passing, One Sided general active
target synchronization as well as Notified Access. In the Notified Access version of the
benchmark, we used the counting feature available in MPI_Notify_Init to wait using
a single notification request object for all the incoming transfer issued by children.
In this case the algorithm is simple: each node waits for the completion of the transfer
coming from each child in the reduction tree. Subsequently the algorithm performs the
reduction on the received data and sends the result to the parent. The root calculate the
final result of the reduce.
Our experiment was executed using configurations testing small, medium and big
transfers. In the first configuration every node was owning only 8 Bytes of data, in the
second case 4096 and in the last one 8192 Bytes of data. The choice of these values was
done considering that for transferring 8 Bytes of data every protocol uses FMA (the
implementation of the eager protocol uses FMA), with 4096 Bytes MPI message passing
switches to the rendezvous protocol, and for larger sizes MPI One sided uses BTE and
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Figure 6.3: Performance results for the Reduce use-case.
message passing pipelines data still using the rendezvous protocol. We also compared our
implementations with the semantically equivalent vendor optimized Cray MPI_Reduce
operation. The Cray MPI_Reduce leverage the Collectives Engine (CE) available in the
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Cascade ASIC. The CE directly implements in hardware several collectives operations,
included the reduce.
Figure 6.3 shows the median completion times for each reduction configuration. The
difference in performance is significant for latency-bound small-message transfers, where
notified access even outperforms the Cray’s optimized reduction. For what regard larger
transfers and reduction, Notified Access always outperform the reductions implemented
using other synchronization mechanisms. In the latter case notified access is greatly
outperformed by the Cray MPI_Reduce because the reduction is entirely accelerated
with specialised hardware.
6.3 Task-based Cholesky Factorization
Our last experiment is based on a full Cholesky factorization and aims to demonstrate the
utility of notified access in task data-flow settings. Given a real symmetric positive definite
matrix A, the Cholesky factorization (or Cholesky decomposition) is mainly used for the
numerical solution of linear equations Ax = b. Such systems are often used in physics
applications, where A is positive definite due to the nature of the modeled physical
phenomenon. This happens frequently in numerical solutions of partial differential
equations and Monte Carlo simulations. The Cholesky factorization of a n× n matrix A
has the form:
A = LLT (6.2)
where L is an n×n real lower triangular matrix and LT is the conjugate transpose. That
decomposition is useful for efficient numerical solutions and Monte Carlo simulations.
Linear system Ax = b can then be solved by forward-substitution in lower triangular
system Ly = b, followed by back-substitution in upper triangular system LTx = y.
Algorithm
The factorization can be calculated using different algorithmic variants: for instance
the right-looking or left-looking. We use the left-looking variant as proposed by Kurzak
et al. [KLDB10]. Mathematically, the tile Cholesky algorithm is identical to the block
Cholesky algorithm implemented in LAPACK [ABD+90]. The algorithm relies on four
basic operations implemented by four computational kernels defined on blocks:
SYRK The kernel applies updates to a diagonal (lower triangular) tile T of the input
matrix, resulting from factorization of the tiles A to the left of it. The operation is
a symmetric rank-k update.
POTRF The kernel performs the Cholesky factorization of a diagonal (lower triangular)
tile T of the input matrix and overrides it with the final elements of the output
matrix.
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GEMM The operation applies updates to an off-diagonal tile C of the input matrix,
resulting from factorization of the tiles to the left of it. The operation is a matrix
multiplication.
TRSM The operation applies an update to an off-diagonal tile C of the input matrix,
resulting from factorization of the diagonal tile above it and overrides it with the
final elements of the output matrix. The operation is a triangular solve.
Algorithm 6.5 shows the pseudocode of the left-looking Cholesky decomposition. The
D prefix in front of each kernel name indicates that the kernel is operating on double
values.
Algorithm 6.5: Pseudocode of the Cholesky decomposition (left-looking version)
1 for k = 0; k < tiles; k ++ do
2 for n = 0;n < k;n++ do
3 A[k][k]← DSY RK(A[k][n], A[k][k])
4 end
5 A[k][k]← DPOTRF (A[k][k])
6 for m = k + 1;n < tiles;m++ do
7 for n = 0;n < k;n++ do
8 A[m][k]← DGEMM(A[k][n], A[m][n], A[m][k])
9 end
10 A[m][k]← DTRSM(A[k][k], A[m][k])
11 end
12 end
Motivations and Scheduling
We considered this decomposition an interesting use case because it can be parallelized
in many different ways dividing the whole matrix on relatively small ones (tiles). A set of
tasks that carry data dependencies over other tasks is defined on each tile. A set of tiles
is statically assigned to each PE. The main characteristic that makes this computation
interesting is the complex pattern of data dependencies that have to be resolved before
the execution of each task. Although the code is as simple as four loops with three levels
of nesting, the task graph is far from intuitive, even for a tiny size. Figure 6.4 shows a
simple example of a task graph generated by a computation over 25 tiles.
This computation can be viewed as a Direct Acyclic Graph (DAG), with nodes rep-
resenting computational tasks and edges representing data dependencies among them.
In order to perform this computation we used a static pipeline scheduling presented in
[KBD08, KLDB10]. This technique is very simple and provides a good load balancing
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Figure 6.4: Task graph of the tile Cholesky factorization (5× 5 tiles).
and locality if used with dense matrix operations but it targets shared memory archi-
tectures. The algorithm presented by Kurzak explicitly targets only shared memory
architectures. We considered this characteristic compliant with our goal that is comparing
communication models between themselves because in share memory applications there
are is no explicit handling of communications. Porting this implementation to different
versions that explicitly handle communications in MPI one sided, MPI message passing
and Notified Access give us the opportunity to use the same communication pattern
in every experiment and fairly compare different implementations without incurring in
communication-specific optimizations.
In the Kurzak’s approach each task is uniquely identified by the {m,n, k} triple, which
determines the type of operation and the location of tiles operated upon. Each core
traverses its task space by applying a simple formula to the {m,n,k} triple, which takes into
account the id of the core and the total number of cores in the system. Task dependencies
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are tracked by a global progress table (core_progress), where one element describes
the progress of computation for one tile of the input matrix. The core_progress
table is updated and checked using the set_progress and wait_progress functions
respectively (passing as parameters the indexes of a tile). Each core looks up the table
before executing each task to check for dependencies and stalls if dependencies are not
satisfied. Each core updates the progress table after completion of each task. Update is
implemented by writing to an element. Dependency stall is implemented by busy-waiting
on an element. The code of the algorithm targeting shared memory architectures is
shown in listing 6.1. Work is distributed by rows of tiles and steps of the factorization
are pipelined. The first core that runs out of work in step N proceeds to factorization of
the panel in step N +1, following cores proceed to update in step N +1, then to panel in
step N +2 and so on.
1 k = 0; m = my_core_id;
2 while (m >= TILES) {
3 k++; m = m-TILES+k;
4 } n = 0;
5
6 while (k < TILES && m < TILES) {
7 next_n = n; next_m = m; next_k = k;
8
9 /* Tile advance */
10 next_n++;
11 if (next_n > next_k) {
12 next_m += cores_num;
13 while (next_m >= TILES && next_k < TILES){
14 next_k++; next_m = next_m-TILES+next_k;
15 } next_n = 0;
16 }
17 /* Compute */
18 if (m == k){
19 if (n == k){
20 tile_potrf(k, A[k][k]);
21 /*set progress of tile A[k][k]*/
22 set_progress(k,k);
23 } else {
24 /*busy wait on progress of tile A[k][n]*/
25 wait_progress(k,n);
26 tile_syrk(A[k][n], A[k][k]);
27 }
28 } else {
29 if (n == k) {
30 /*busy wait on progress of tile A[k][k]*/
31 wait_progress(k,k);
32 tile_trsm(A[k][k],A[m][k]);
33 /*set progress of tile A[m][k]*/
34 set_progress(m,k);
35 } else {
36 /*busy wait on progress of tile A[k][n] and A[m][n]*/
37 wait_progress(k,n);
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38 wait_progress(m,n);
39 tile_gemm(A[k][n],A[m][n],A[m][k]);
40 }
41 }
42 n = next_n; m = next_m; k = next_k;
43 }
Listing 6.1: Static pipeline implementation of the tile Cholesky factorization (left-looking
version).
The asynchronous progression of each PE leads dependencies to be resolved in a
non deterministic order. For this reason, porting this algorithm from shared memory
to distributed memory allows us to deal with highly variable communication patterns.
Using this algorithm each PE owns a copy of the overall matrix and tile updates arrive
in a non deterministic order. Our goal is not to provide the best implementation of
the Cholesky factorization targeting distributed memory but to compare how different
synchronization systems perform with complex and realistic data dependency patterns.
Our Implementation
As mentioned in section 12, we basically used the algorithm presented in listing 6.1. For
what regard the synchronization, the original algorithm was using a global table (a matrix
with number of tiles elements) to keep track of updated tiles.
In the Kurzak’s implementation, the function set_progress(i,j) executes only
a single assignment to the global table (global_progress[i][j] = 1) and, on the
other hand, wait_progress(i,j) only busy waits on a specified item of this global
table ( while(global_progress[i][j]==0); ). To reach our goal we decided
to re-implement set_progress(i,j) and wait_progress(i,j) delegating to them to
update local and remote data structures. We implemented a version of these functions
using our notification system, one using MPI message passing and one using MPI one
sided.
The use of a distributed memory system implied the replication of the whole ma-
trix in every PE and the use of MPI requires the explicit handling of communications.
Unlike the shared memory implementation, where every update was immediately avail-
able to all the threads, in our implementations each node needs to receive each tile
updated by other nodes. This need led us to implement in set_progress(i,j) and
wait_progress(i,j) a broadcast algorithm. However every communication model
has to deal with different problems to achieve this broadcasting behavior:
MPI Message Passing In order to use the most optimized broadcast in this implemen-
tation we should use the Cray MPI_BCAST. Unforunately MPI_BCAST needs to
know in advance what is the root of the broadcast, information that is not possible
to obtain without synchronizing all the PEs. If we fix the order in which tiles
are globally updated, we completely avoid asynchronous progression of processes,
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considerably reducing the reachable performances. A feasible solution is to reim-
plement a custom broadcast that uses MPI Message Passing. In the latter case a
minor problem still exists: The origin of the update knows what tile was updated,
but who is going to receive the update not. Somehow this information has to be
sent with the data in order to allow the receiver to write the updated tile in the
right memory locations.
MPI one sided Since the origin of an update knows the indexes of the updated tile, it
can write the updated data directly in the memory of every other PE. The problem
of using this pattern is that the origin have to use use a linear broadcast, that is in
general not scalable. Is preferable to spread the burden of a single broadcast along
all the available PEs, using a cooperative protocol able to decrease the latency
needed for a single update to be visible to all the PEs. To use such a protocol, a
notification mechanism is needed. Without a notifying mechanism is not possible
to a PE to forward updated tiles to others PE in a cooperative manner.
MPI Notified Access In this case we already have everything that is needed to broad-
cast the data and cooperate with other processes for doing that. The sender knows
where to put the data in the receiver window and the receiver is able to retrieve
notifications of updates in the order in which updates arrive.
Broadcast and Progression
As hinted before the key point in all our distributed-memory implementations is how to
use point-to-point communication primitives to broadcast tile updates.
In order to avoid to use broadcast protocols requiring O(p) transfers originated by the
same PE we decided to broadcast updates along a binary tree overlay process topology.
In this way we are able to obtain a broadcast latency of O(log(p)) where p is the number
of processes used in the job. At the time in which a node completes a calculation over a
tile and sets the progress, it forwards the update to its children and to the root of the
tree. Using this scheme each node has only to transfer data to a constant number of
nodes at each update.
As soon as a PE receives an update, if the received tile was not originally generated
by the receiving node, it forwards the updated data only to its children.
We are aware that other broadcast protocols as the ones that use binomial trees
are more efficient in terms of latencies, but our design choice was to maintain the
communication pattern simpler and this solution still provides a good comparison between
different communication models. Another design choice was to use only a unique tree
overlay process topology. Mapping processes to a single tree and using the previously
mentioned communication protocol may led the root process to be the bottleneck of the
computation. In fact it receives all the updates from other processes first. We evaluated
the possibility to use a different process mapping for each different updated tile but
considering that in our case the root PE is the first process that goes out of work and the
fact that our experiment is not involving thousands of processes (the root is not going to
be a bottleneck) we decided to delay this improvement to future versions.
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The next design step was deciding how to implement the participation to the broadcast
tree. At some point every PE has to stop updating tiles and start to broadcast updates.
Our choice was to let each PE participating to the broadcast at the time in which it
runs out of work because of unresolved data dependencies. In our implementations the
broadcast of updated tiles generated by other PEs is done during the execution of the
function wait_progress. This function checks for the arrival of updates and as soon
as they are locally available it broadcast them to the PE’s children. This function returns
as soon as it receives the update of the tile that was waiting for, returning the control to
the Cholesky algorithm. The only problem of this solution is that all the PEs have to
cooperate to forward updates till the end of the calculation. If a PE completes all these
tasks will not invoke again the wait_progress function if not differently specified.
Since we statically know what is the last tile that is going to be updated, our solution
was to make all the PE waiting for the update of it as soon as they run out of work.
Set Progress and Wait Progress
In this section we present all the details about the implementation of the functions
set_progress and wait_progress for each instance of the experiment. Listing 6.2
presents the list of all the global variables and helper functions used by every version of
the benchmark.
1 int tile_size; /*size of a single tile */
2 int my_rank_id; /*rank of the process executing the function*/
3 int num_of_ranks; /*total number of available processes in the job */
4 int ldst; /*rank of the left child of the executing process*/
5 int rdst; /*rank of the right child of the executing process*/
6 int root; /*rank of the root process*/
7
8 /*Helper function used */
9 int encodeTag(int x, int y); /*encodes indexes into the tag value*/
10 void decodeTag(int tag, int *x, int *y); /*decodes the tag into extracting
the x and y indexes*/
11 int getIndex(int x, int y); /*calculates the position in the overall matrix
of the first element of a specified tile*/
Listing 6.2: Global variables and helper functions used by set_progress and
wait_progress.
In listing 6.3 we present the message passing version of these two functions. In order
to provide a fair comparison of the performance we used the non blocking version of
the MPI_Send for sending each tile, and we used a combination of MPI_Probe and
MPI_Receive in order to get the best performance in receiving data. MPI_Probe waits
till a incoming message that matches the specified parameters is ready to be received at
the destination side. This means that the sender side already initialized the transfer and
the data is ready to be sent or already present at the receiver side in an intermediate
buffer. In this implementation, after we verify the presence of an incoming update, we
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retrieve the value of the tag of this update. This capability provided by the probe enable
us to calculate where we have to write the data and instance the correct MPI_Recv
without the use of another intermediate buffer. After an update is received the progress
table is updated and the update is forwarded along the tree.
1 MPI_Request req_set[3];
2 MPI_Request req_wait[3];
3
4 void set_progress(int x, int y) {
5 int tag = encodeTag(x,y);
6 int index = getIndex(x,y);
7 /*wait completion of previous send*/
8 MPI_Waitall(3, req_send, MPI_STATUSES_IGNORE);
9 /*set progress*/
10 core_progress[tag] = 1;
11 /*start broadcast*/
12 if (my_rank_id != root) {
13 /*send updated tile to the root of the broadcast tree*/
14 MPI_Isend(&(MATRIX[index]), tile_size, MPI_DOUBLE, root, tag,
15 MPI_COMM_WORLD, &req_set[0]);
16 }
17 /*send to children*/
18 if (ldst < num_of_ranks)
19 MPI_Isend(&(MATRIX[index]), tile_size, MPI_DOUBLE, ldst, tag,
20 MPI_COMM_WORLD, &req_set[1]);
21 if (rdst < num_of_ranks)
22 MPI_Isend(&(MATRIX[index]), tile_size, MPI_DOUBLE, rdst, tag,
23 MPI_COMM_WORLD, &req_set[2]);
24 }
25
26 void wait_progress(int x, int y) {
27 MPI_Status status;
28 int tag = encodeTag(x,y);
29 if (core_progress[tag] == 1){
30 /*if we already have the update that we need*/
31 return;
32 }
33 while (1) {
34 /*Probe MPI in order to retrieve the tag of the next incoming message
*/
35 MPI_Probe( MPI_ANY_SOURCE, MPI_ANY_TAG,MPI_COMM_WORLD,&status);
36 int rcv_y, rcv_y, rcv_tag = status.MPI_TAG, rcv_src = status.
MPI_SOURCE;
37 decodeTag(rcv_tag , &rcv_x, &rcv_y);
38 int rcv_index = getIndex(rcv_x,rcv_y);
39 /* receive the message in the designated position */
40 MPI_Recv(&(MATRIX[rcv_index]), tile_size , MPI_DOUBLE, rcv_src,
rcv_tag,
41 MPI_COMM_WORLD, MPI_STATUS_IGNORE);
42 /*update received: check if is a fresh update*/
43 if (core_progress[rcv_tag] != 1) {
44 /*set progress*/
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45 core_progress[rcv_tag] = 1;
46 /*Check completion of previous Isend */
47 MPI_Waitall(2, req_wait, status_wait);
48 /*forward to children*/
49 if (ldst < num_of_ranks)
50 MPI_Isend(&(MATRIX[rcv_index]), tile_size , MPI_DOUBLE, ldst,
51 rcv_tag, MPI_COMM_WORLD, &req_wait[0]);
52 if (rdst < num_of_ranks)
53 MPI_Isend(&(MATRIX[rcv_index]), tile_size , MPI_DOUBLE, rdst,
54 rcv_tag, MPI_COMM_WORLD, &req_wait[1]);
55 }
56 if (rcv_tag == tag) {
57 /*the received update is the one that we are waiting for*/
58 return;
59 }
60 }
61 }
Listing 6.3: Implementation of set_progress and wait_progress using MPI
message passing
In listing 6.4 is shown the MPI one sided implementation. In this case we use an
additional window to deliver notifications to the target of each transfer. We use a circular
buffer of number of tiles elements. After each update transfer, the origin of the transfer
atomically retrieves and increments the value of a remote counter that keeps track of
the first free element in the buffer. At this point the origin checks locally for the remote
completion of the transfer and subsequently writes the indexes of the transferred tile
in the target memory, at the position retrieved with the previously instantiated atomic
operation. The target of the transfer keeps track of how many notifications it already
checked, and thanks to the counter remotely incremented it is able to understand if new
notifications have been received. The function wait_progress spins on these counters
till new notifications are detected.
1 MPI_Win win; /*contains the matrix*/
2 MPI_Win win_up; /*contains the data structures needed to notify target of
updates*/
3 int counter_dspl; /*contains the displacement of a counter present in win_up
*/
4 int increment = 1, dest; /*receives the data retrieved by MPI_Fetch_and_op
*/
5 MPI_Request req;
6 /* req is initialized using MPI_Notify_init(win, foMPI_ANY_SOURCE,
foMPI_ANY_TAG, 1, &req); */
7
8 void set_progress(int x, int y) {
9 int tag = encodeTag(x,y);
10 int index = getIndex(x,y);
11 /*set progress*/
12 core_progress[tag] = 1;
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13 /*start broadcast*/
14 if (my_rank_id != root) {
15 /*send updated tile to the root of the broadcast tree*/
16 MPI_Put(&(MATRIX[index]), tile_size, MPI_DOUBLE, root, index,
tile_size, MPI_DOUBLE, win);
17 }
18 /*forward to children*/
19 if (ldst < num_of_ranks)
20 MPI_Put(&(MATRIX[index]), tile_size, MPI_DOUBLE, ldst,
21 index, tile_size, MPI_DOUBLE, win);
22 if (rdst < num_of_ranks)
23 MPI_Put(&(MATRIX[index]), tile_size, MPI_DOUBLE, rdst,
24 index, tile_size, MPI_DOUBLE, win);
25 /*now we notify every target of previous transfers*/
26 if (my_rank_id != root) {
27 MPI_Fetch_and_op(&increment, &dest, MPI_INT, root,
28 counter_dspl , foMPI_SUM, up_win);
29 /*waits for the completion of previous transfers*/
30 MPI_Win_flush(root, win);
31 /*send a notification to up_win */
32 MPI_Put(&tag, 2, MPI_INT, root, dest, 2, MPI_INT, up_win);
33
34 }
35 if (ldst < num_of_ranks) {
36 MPI_Fetch_and_op(&increment, &dest, MPI_INT, ldst,
37 counter_dspl , foMPI_SUM, up_win);
38 MPI_Win_flush(ldst, win);
39 MPI_Put(&tag, 2, MPI_INT, ldst, dest, 2, MPI_INT, up_win);
40 }
41 if (rdst < num_of_ranks) {
42 MPI_Fetch_and_op(&increment, &dest, MPI_INT, rdst,
43 counter_dspl , foMPI_SUM, up_win);
44 MPI_Win_flush(rdst, win);
45 MPI_Put(&tag, 2, MPI_INT, rdst, dest, 2, MPI_INT, up_win);
46 }
47 }
48
49 void wait_progress(int x, int y) {
50 int tag = encodeTag(x,y);
51 if (core_progress[tag] == 1){
52 /*if we already have the update that we need*/
53 return;
54 }
55 while (1) {
56 while(! NotificationAvailable(up_win) );
57 int rcv_y, rcv_y, rcv_tag = peekNotification(up_win);
58 decodeTag(rcv_tag , &rcv_x, &rcv_y);
59 int rcv_index = getIndex(rcv_x,rcv_y);
60
61 if (core_progress[status.MPI_TAG] != 1) {
62 /*fresh update : set progress*/
63 core_progress[status.MPI_TAG] = 1;
64
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65 /*forward to children*/
66 if (ldst < num_of_ranks) {
67 MPI_Put(&(MATRIX[index]), tile_size, MPI_DOUBLE, ldst, index,
tile_size, MPI_DOUBLE, win);
68 }
69 if (rdst < num_of_ranks) {
70 MPI_Put(&(MATRIX[index]), tile_size, MPI_DOUBLE, rdst, index,
tile_size, MPI_DOUBLE, win);
71 }
72 /*now we notify every target of previous transfers*/
73 if (ldst < num_of_ranks) {
74 MPI_Fetch_and_op(&increment, &dest, MPI_INT, ldst, counter_dspl ,
foMPI_SUM, up_win);
75 MPI_Win_flush(ldst, win);
76 MPI_Put(&tag, 2, MPI_INT, ldst, dest, 2, MPI_INT, up_win);
77
78 }
79 if (rdst < num_of_ranks) {
80 MPI_Fetch_and_op(&increment, &dest, MPI_INT, rdst, counter_dspl ,
foMPI_SUM, up_win);
81 MPI_Win_flush(rdst, win);
82 MPI_Put(&tag, 2, MPI_INT, rdst, dest, 2, MPI_INT, up_win);
83 }
84 }
85 if (rcv_tag == tag) {
86 /*the received update is the one that we are waiting for*/
87 return;
88 }
89 }
90 }
Listing 6.4: Implementation of set_progress and wait_progress using MPI one
sided
The implementation that uses MPI Notified Access instead is shown in listing 6.5.
It simply sends the data directly coupling it with a notification. The target side of the
transfer has only to wait for notifications and forward the received updates along the
tree.
1 MPI_Win win;
2 MPI_Request req;
3 /* MPI_Notify_init(win, foMPI_ANY_SOURCE, foMPI_ANY_TAG, 1, &req); */
4
5 void set_progress(int x, int y) {
6 int tag = encodeTag(x,y);
7 int index = getIndex(x,y);
8 /*set progress*/
9 core_progress[tag] = 1;
10 /*start broadcast*/
11 if (my_rank_id != root) {
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12 /*send updated tile to the root of the broadcast tree*/
13 MPI_Put_notify(&(MATRIX[index]), tile_size, MPI_DOUBLE, root,
14 index, tile_size, MPI_DOUBLE, win, tag);
15 }
16 /*forward to children*/
17 if (ldst < num_of_ranks)
18 MPI_Put_notify(&(MATRIX[index]), tile_size, MPI_DOUBLE, ldst,
19 index, tile_size, MPI_DOUBLE, win, tag);
20 if (rdst < num_of_ranks)
21 MPI_Put_notify(&(MATRIX[index]), tile_size, MPI_DOUBLE, rdst,
22 index, tile_size, MPI_DOUBLE, win, tag);
23 }
24
25 void wait_progress(int x, int y) {
26 MPI_Status status;
27 int tag = encodeTag(x,y);
28 if (core_progress[tag] == 1){
29 /*if we already have the update that we need*/
30 return;
31 }
32 while (1) {
33 /*enableing the request object and wait for the oldest notification
received */
34 MPI_Start(&req);
35 MPI_Wait(&req, &status);
36 /*notification received*/
37 if (core_progress[status.MPI_TAG] != 1) {
38 /*fresh update : set progress*/
39 core_progress[status.MPI_TAG] = 1;
40 int rcv_y, rcv_y, rcv_tag = status.MPI_TAG;
41 decodeTag(rcv_tag , &rcv_x, &rcv_y);
42 int rcv_index = getIndex(rcv_x,rcv_y);
43 /*an update was received, forward to children*/
44 if (ldst < num_of_ranks)
45 MPI_Put_notify(&(MATRIX[rcv_index]), tile_size, MPI_DOUBLE,
ldst,
46 rcv_index, tile_size, MPI_DOUBLE, win, rcv_tag);
47 if (rdst < num_of_ranks)
48 MPI_Put_notify(&(MATRIX[rcv_index]), tile_size, MPI_DOUBLE,
rdst,
49 rcv_index, tile_size, MPI_DOUBLE, win, rcv_tag);
50 }
51 if (rcv_tag == tag) {
52 /*the received update is the one that we are waiting for*/
53 return;
54 }
55 }
56 }
Listing 6.5: Implementation of set_progress and wait_progress using MPI
Notified Access
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In this example, as we can see from the previous listings, our system not only
enables user to access RDMA features, but it is also able to simplify the coding of
producer/consumer interactions between processes. In the case in which every transfer
has to be notified, the one sided implementation of the pattern not only requires to set
up a more complex communication patter, but it also needs to use more data structures.
This fact not only affects the overall memory footprint but can also be relevant in an
environment where the most of the performance degradations come from cache faults.
Results
With the coming of the exascale-era systems, several new programming models which
emphasize fine and medium grain task parallelism are emerging. These new models try
to address the aggravating effects of asynchrony at scale. We think that Notified Access
communication model can be efficiently used in future Run Time Systems (RTS) in
order to obtain both operational efficiency and scalability in high performance computing
applications. The full hardware oﬄoad of communications, the minimal number of mes-
sages required to synchronize, the zero-copy transfers and the asynchronous progression
are all characteristics of Notified Access that are well promising in this direction. This
experiment has the goal of demonstrating that our belief is valuable.
Once this goal was set, we designed this experiment in order to use a task-based
algorithm with fine-grain tasks statically mapped to processes. In this way we are able
to demonstrate the small-message efficiency of our implementation of Notified Access
for a practically-relevant communication pattern. The comparison between all the
communication models depicts the inefficiency of already existing ones in resolving data
dependencies when producer/consumer computations are involved.
For the Cholesky factorization, focusing on the previously mentioned goal, we de-
signed an extreme-scale experiment that involves a very small computation per process.
Figure 6.5 shows the average performance of each version for this weak scaling experiment
with a tile matrix size of 32× 32 doubles at each process. We repeated each run 10 times
and plot the 99% confidence interval as shade.
Result show that using 128 processing elements Notified Access is able to provide
around 2x speedup over MPI message passing without using any progress thread. This
substantial improvement in performance demonstrates that existing synchronization
methods are suboptimal. The higher synchronization latency needed by message passing
and RMA precludes to them to access all the performance available in RDMA networks,
especially if fine-grain transfers are involved. Since the experiment uses a practically-
relevant communication pattern, it also highlights that is possible to use our notification
system for improving performances of some fine-grain task-based computations. Notified
Access combines the advantage of having minimum synchronization latency to the
advantage of having an increased asynchrony progression between processes and for this
reason its use is well promising in future implementation of task-based runtime systems.
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Figure 6.5: Cholesky factorization performance in a weak scaling experiment with constant
transfer size of 8 Kbytes
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CHAPTER 7
Related Work
Notified Access aims to extend the existing RMA synchronization mechanisms providing
a communication model able to access all the performance available in state-of-the-art
high-performance networks. The provided synchronization pattern abstractly combines
benefits of the message passing and RMA programming models. We defined Notified
Access as a general communication model and demonstrated that it can already be
implemented and it delivers improved performances in point-to-point synchronization.
Other works instead are much more focused to a specific programming model. Split-C
[CDG+93], for example, provides a mechanism that enables the target of a signaling store
to wait for a defined numbers of bytes to arrive. However this mechanism, providing
only a mechanism for waiting for the arrival of a certain amount of data, does not
allow to efficiently implement dataflow-based applications. This fact is due to the
absence of the notification matching. Other proposals try to improve the synchronization
efficiency providing multiple synchronization objects in PGAS languages. Bonachea et
al. [BNHY06] proposed an extension of UPC that uses semaphores to improve point-to-
point synchronization. Another work targeting SHMEM has be presented in [DCJ+14].
In this work they propose the introduction of counting puts in the SHMEM specification.
This special kind of remote writes increment a counter in the target memory at the end
of the transfer. The target of some RMA operations can wait till the counter reach
a specified value. Both interfaces rely on setting up remote synchronization objects
statically before the operation starts. This characteristic limits the flexibility of the
notification system. If the communication pattern of an application is not known in
advance, using these systems, it is hard to implement the same behavior provided by
the tag matching. To obtain the same result the user should statically setup enough
synchronization objects to recognize what message is arrived and (if possible) poll each
of them when is not known what message to wait for. Our tag-enabled proposal allow to
dynamically setup meta-informations about a transfer and bind them with the transfer
itself. The target of a notified access is able to retrieve these meta-informations without
using distinct synchronization objects but needing only a small matching overhead.
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This characteristic ease the design of application with highly variable communication
patterns while delivering improved performances. Furthermore, the need of using remote
accesses with notifications was already clear to some designers of other communication
library. For instance the GASPI interface [GAS13] provides a write-notify mechanism
and ARMCI [NC99] has a notify-wait feature that allows similar semantics. However,
both protocols separate accesses and notifications into different calls resulting in different
network transactions. This characteristic limits the achievable performance improvement.
In order to maintain the notification coherent (ensuring that notifications do not pass
earlier accesses) the choice can be to postpone the transfer of the notification after a
local check for remote completions or alternatively to request an ordering behavior to the
network. Unfortunately the latter solution may prevent adaptive routing consequently
reducing the performances of the network. LAPI [IBM08] has a special data type called
counter variable. A counter variable is associated with an operation, and its value is
incremented by one when an event occurs. LAPI also provides a function to wait until
the value of the counter reaches a specified value. Hori et al. [HLS11] propose a protocol
where accesses to specified memory regions trigger notifications automatically. This
data-centric approach seems very promising but cannot be supported on most of today’s
RDMA networks. Moreover, in order to improve parallel efficiency using RDMA several
applications [KLV10, SCM13] employ custom notification solutions. These solutions are
not optimized in terms of synchronization latency but they are clear examples that a
common ground and flexible interface able to provide notification mechanisms is needed
to implement some class of portable parallel RMA applications.
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CHAPTER 8
Conclusions
8.1 Discussion
Notified access maintains the global memory view and ownership management of RMA
and combines it with efficient matched notifications of message passing at lower overheads.
This allows maximum utilization of RDMA hardware and enables producer-consumer
schemes. We will now briefly discuss several questions that may arise.
What is the most important feature of Notified Access?
Notified Access is flexible. Is not only able to increase performances of point-to-point
communications but it let the user specify a tag. The tag is the key feature that makes
Notified Access flexible. For instance it enables processes to univocally identify regions
of memory target of transfers and it enables the reordering of messages.
Can hardware completion counters be utilized?
Some networks, e.g., Blue Gene/Q support completion counters where the network
interface increments a counter after an access is performed. The current active access
design could utilize this functionality. If non-deterministic matches are used then the
target could contact the source during notification init and set up a static counter for
the request. Test and wait would then simply check this counter at lowest overheads.
Does matching at the target inhibit full hardware oﬄoad?
While message transmission is 100% hardware oﬄoaded, our implementation performs
matching using the target CPU. While this is an improvement over message passing
where the transfer is never 100% oﬄoaded, the CPU overhead may be high. Yet, today’s
CPUs are very efficient in the necessary list traversals for matching. In addition, the
CPU often waits for notifications and matching messages which causes no additional
overhead (cf. helper locks [ALS10]). Thus, we believe that the current solution is most
efficient while it can also utilize hardware matching if available (e.g., Portals IV [Bar12]).
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What does a network interface require to enable notified access?
To ideally support our design, a network interface would enable to add immediate values
which should be able to encode a pointer on a machine to a reliable remote queue for
each remote access (put and get). Cray’s uGNI is close to this specification (yet, it only
offers 32 bit values, for example).
8.2 Further Work
Almost all previous examples required the producers to manage the buffering at the
consumer (i.e., the producer had to specify the target address). This management may be
expensive for computations where multiple producers send data to a single consumer and
the set of producers changes nondeterministically (e.g., in many dynamic applications
such as particle codes or graph computations). Future work will firstly focus on evaluation
and exploration of these kind of computations. In these cases a notified get can be used
to retrieve the data from the remote processes and avoid the buffer management at the
destination. Afterwards, we want to move towards the study of notified atomic operations.
However at the moment they seems to be more difficult to implement efficiently because
most of the hardware doesn’t support this kind of interaction.
The long term goal of this project is to join all the previously mentioned research
branches in the design of a generalised tasking system able to use small-grain tasks in
combination with Notified Access. In our opinion Notified Access can provide improved
synchronization performances in frameworks that efficiently use work-sharing or work-
stealing scheduling policies to load balance executions among multiple processors.
8.3 Conclusions
With the coming of the exascale-era systems, several new programming models which
emphasize fine and medium grain task parallelism are emerging. This trend has to be
assisted by the implementation of efficient and scalable runtime systems able to move and
schedule tasks between different PEs in order to load-balance executions of applications.
Since the tasks are fine-grained and their moving can be seen as a producer/consumer
communication, the aim of this project is to optimize this kind of interactions in order to
provide optimized mechanisms to the next generation runtime systems.
To reach this goal we presented a new synchronization paradigm for RMA program-
ming called Notified Access. In Notified Access synchronization between processes is
piggybacked on the dataflow. The decoupling of the synchronization from the control flow
provides an increased asynchronous progression that can positively affect performances
in several class of parallel computations, especially the producer/consumer ones in which
synchronization is needed after the transmission of each message.
The design of our proposal is motivated by the inability of existing communication
models to exploit the full network performance provided by the state-of-the-art inter-
connects. This limit is due to the impossibility to use at the same time all the available
optimizations such as zero-copy transfers and minimum number of messages needed
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for synchronization. Notified Access leverage modern interconnect features to create a
hardware-oﬄoaded lightweight synchronization mechanism that is particularly efficient
for asynchronous small latency-limited messaging.
In order to demonstrate that our communication model can deliver improved perfor-
mances and be implemented using state-of-the-art technologies, we extended the MPI
interface providing notified remote operations and convenient semantics to differentiate
these accesses by source and a user-defined tag at the target side. We also provided a
performance model of our notification system and we demonstrate the system efficiency
or various use-cases. Our use-cases also identify three parallel patterns that naturally
fit many applications such as pipeline stencils, tree reductions and dataflow based ap-
plications. The results shown substantial performance improvements, for instance in
our fine-grained dataflow implementation demonstrates speedups up to 2x over Message
Passing for a small Cholesky factorization.
In the high performance computing environment performance improvements are
valuable but they are not the only parameter to take in account. Notified Access,
reducing the number of messages needed for synchronizing processing elements, enables a
more efficient consumption of network resources, potentially reducing the network traffic
and network power consumption. Moreover Notified Access can also improve the energy
efficiency of computing nodes: avoiding to copy data multiple times from one buffer to
another during a communication, permits a more efficient use of the energy needed for
moving data between memory hierarchy layers.
For all these reasons we expect that Notified Access will be a valuable primitive for
exploiting future large-scale networks towards the exascale-era.
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A.1: Background
Details about the XC-30 ”Piz Daint”
Compute Nodes 5272
Theoretical Peak Floating-point Performance
per node
166.4 Gigaflops (Intel Xeon e5-2670)
1311.0 Gigaflops (NVIDIA Tesla K20X)
Theoretical Peak Performance 7.787 Petaflops
Memory capacity per node
32 GB (DDR3-1600)
6 GB non-ECC (GDDR5)
Memory Bandwidth per node
51.2 GB/s DDR3
250.0 GB/s non-ECC GDDR5
Total System Memory
169 TB DDR3
32 TB non-ECC GDDR5
Interconnect Configuration
Cascade routing and communication ASIC,
Dragonfly network topology
Peak Network Bisection Bandwidth 33 TB/s
System storage capacity 2.5 PB
Parallel File System Peak Performance 138 GB/s
Table 1: Detailed informations about our target machine ”Piz Daint” owned by the CSCS
(www.cscs.ch) .
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A.2: Implementation
The implementation of foMPI-NA required a deep analysis of foMPI. The foMPI ver.
0.2.1 is a fully-functional implementation of the MPI-3.0 standard that includes more
than 5k ansi-C lines of code only in the core implementation. Before integrating the new
interface info foMPI we implemented a proof-of-concept of about 2k lines in order to
verify some of our assumptions in advance. The step after was to integrate and extend the
proof-of-concept in foMPI. This phase consisted in setting up the cooperation between
three different low level libraries (DMAPP,uGNI and XPMEM), including the Data
Types handling of MPI in the implementation of our interface and handling the uGNI
communicators. For problems relative to the uGNI integration with DMAPP we were
assisted by the Cray’s software engineers, because of the little documentation available.
For all these reasons implementing foMPI-NA needed about 3 month of work and now it
counts more than 8k lines of code.
The code is publicly available at http://htor.inf.ethz.ch/sec/foMPI-NA-0.2.2.tar.gz .
For the sake of completeness listing 1 shows an excerpt of the foMPI-NA code. This
part of the implementation handles the creation of a uGNI communication domain and
the deallocation of it. It also includes the function that checks remote completions of
locally initiated transfers. This portion of code was not present in foMPI-0.2.1 because
uGNI was not used.
1 /*creates a uGNI communicator with same group of comm */
2 int _foMPI_Comm_create(MPI_Comm comm, _foMPI_Comm *newcomm) {
3 /*allocation of communicator data structures*/
4 *newcomm = (foMPI_Comm_desc_t *) _foMPI_ALLOC(sizeof(foMPI_Comm_desc_t));
5 assert(*newcomm != NULL);
6
7 glob_info.num_ugni_comm_instances++;
8 /*as communication domain id we use the rank of the process in the job + an offset (
number of instance of ugni communicators)*/
9
10 /* rank calculation */
11 int* temp;
12 int i = 0;
13 MPI_Group group_comm_world, group;
14
15 /* the communicator specific informations */
16 (*newcomm)->mpi_comm = comm;
17 MPI_Comm_size(comm, &((*newcomm)->commsize));
18 MPI_Comm_rank(comm, &((*newcomm)->commrank));
19
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20 /* get all ranks from the members of the group */
21 (*newcomm)->group_ranks = _foMPI_ALLOC((*newcomm)->commsize * sizeof(int32_t));
22 assert((*newcomm)->group_ranks != NULL);
23
24 temp = _foMPI_ALLOC((*newcomm)->commsize * sizeof(int));
25 assert(temp != NULL);
26 for (i = 0; i < (*newcomm)->commsize; i++) {
27 temp[i] = i;
28 }
29 MPI_Comm_group(comm, &group);
30 MPI_Comm_group(MPI_COMM_WORLD, &group_comm_world);
31 MPI_Group_translate_ranks(group, (*newcomm)->commsize, &temp[0], group_comm_world,
32 &((*newcomm)->group_ranks[0]));
33
34 _foMPI_FREE(temp);
35 MPI_Group_free(&group_comm_world);
36
37 #ifdef UGNI
38 int cdm_id = glob_info.num_ugni_comm_instances + glob_info.comm_world->commrank;
39 /*
40 * now is possible to use only one device but in future would be possible
41 * to use at the same time different devices at the same time
42 */
43 int device_id = glob_info.default_ugni_dev_id;
44 gni_return_t status_gni = GNI_RC_SUCCESS;
45 unsigned int *all_nic_addresses;
46 unsigned int remote_address;
47 uint32_t bind_id;
48
49 /*init uGNI-related variables*/
50 (*newcomm)->endpoint_handles_array = NULL;
51 (*newcomm)->number_of_cq_entries = _foMPI_NUM_SRC_CQ_ENTRIES;
52 _foMPI_ALIGNED_ALLOC( ((void**) &((*newcomm)->data_desc_array) ),
_foMPI_NUM_SRC_CQ_ENTRIES * sizeof(gni_post_descriptor_t))
53 assert((*newcomm)->data_desc_array != NULL);
54 _foMPI_ALIGNED_ALLOC( ((void**) &((*newcomm)->data_desc_ptr) ),
_foMPI_NUM_SRC_CQ_ENTRIES * sizeof(gni_post_descriptor_t*))
55 assert((*newcomm)->data_desc_ptr != NULL);
56 int pi;
57 void * memptr;
58 for(pi=0;pi<_foMPI_NUM_SRC_CQ_ENTRIES;pi++){
59 (*newcomm)->data_desc_ptr[pi]=&((*newcomm)->data_desc_array[pi]);
60 }
61
62 (*newcomm)->local_nic_address = 0;
63 (*newcomm)->counter_ugni_nbi = 0;
64 (*newcomm)->ins_ind = 0;
65 (*newcomm)->extr_ind = 0;
66 (*newcomm)->device_id = device_id;
67
68 /*
69 * Create a handle to the communication domain.
70 * cdm_id is the rank of this instance of the job.
71 * ptag is the protection tab for the job.
72 * cookie is a unique identifier created by the system.
73 * modes is a bit mask used to enable various flags.
74 * GNI_CDM_MODE_BTE_SINGLE_CHANNEL states to do RDMA posts
75 * using only one BTE channel.
76 * cdm_handle is the handle that is returned pointing to the
77 * communication domain.
78 */
79
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80 status_gni = GNI_CdmCreate(cdm_id, glob_info.curr_job.ptag, glob_info.curr_job.cookie
, glob_info.default_ugni_rdma_modes, &((*newcomm)->cdm_handle));
81 _check_gni_status(status_gni, GNI_RC_SUCCESS, (char*) __FILE__, __LINE__);
82 _foMPI_TRACE_LOG(3, "GNI_CdmCreate inst_id: %i ptag: %u cookie: 0x%x\n", cdm_id,
glob_info.curr_job.ptag, glob_info.curr_job.cookie);
83
84 /*
85 * Attach the communication domain handle to the NIC.
86 * cdm_handle is the handle pointing to the communication domain.
87 * device_id is the device identifier of the NIC that be attached to.
88 * local_address is the PE address that is returned for the
89 * communication domain that this NIC is attached to.
90 * nic_handle is the handle that is returned pointing to the NIC.
91 */
92
93 status_gni = GNI_CdmAttach((*newcomm)->cdm_handle, device_id, &((*newcomm)->
local_nic_address), &((*newcomm)->nic_handle));
94 _check_gni_status(status_gni, GNI_RC_SUCCESS, (char*) __FILE__, __LINE__);
95 _foMPI_TRACE_LOG(3, "GNI_CdmAttach to NIC\n");
96
97 /*
98 * Create the completion queue.
99 * nic_handle is the NIC handle that this completion queue will be
100 * associated with.
101 * number_of_cq_entries is the size of the completion queue.
102 * zero is the delay count is the number of allowed events before an
103 * interrupt is generated.
104 * GNI_CQ_NOBLOCK states that the operation mode is non-blocking.
105 * NULL states that no user supplied callback function is defined.
106 * NULL states that no user supplied pointer is passed to the callback
107 * function.
108 * cq_handle is the handle that is returned pointing to this newly
109 * created completion queue.
110 */
111
112 /*
113 * GNI_CDM_MODE_DUAL_EVENTS
114 * Must be used when local and global completion events are needed for RDMA post
operations.
115 * By default, users may post transactions with either local or global completion
notification, not both.
116 * If receipt of both local and global events is requested users must set this flag.
117 * Performing a post operation with local and global events enabled without this
118 * flag set will yield an error GNI_RC_INVALID_PARAM.
119 * In addition, during an EpBind in default mode, transfer requests are allocated
equal in size to the number
120 * of events in the associated source CQ. When this flag is set transfer requests
are allocated 1 per 2 CQ event slots.
121 * Therefore, a user is limited to posting half as many transactions as CQ events
when this flag is set.
122 * Exceeding this limit will yield an error GNI_RC_ERROR_RESOURCE.
123 */
124
125 status_gni = GNI_CqCreate((*newcomm)->nic_handle, (glob_info.default_ugni_rdma_modes
== GNI_CDM_MODE_DUAL_EVENTS ) ? (*newcomm)->number_of_cq_entries*2 : (*newcomm)->
number_of_cq_entries , 0, _foMPI_SRC_CQ_MODE, NULL, NULL, &((*newcomm)->cq_handle))
;
126 _check_gni_status(status_gni, GNI_RC_SUCCESS, (char*) __FILE__, __LINE__);
127 _foMPI_TRACE_LOG(3, "GNI_CqCreate source with %i entries\n",
128 (*newcomm)->number_of_cq_entries);
129
130 /*
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131 * Allocate the endpoint handles array.
132 */
133
134 (*newcomm)->endpoint_handles_array = (gni_ep_handle_t *) _foMPI_ALLOC(
135 (*newcomm)->commsize * sizeof(gni_ep_handle_t));
136 assert((*newcomm)->endpoint_handles_array != NULL);
137
138 /*
139 * Get all of the NIC address for all of the ranks.
140 */
141 (*newcomm)->local_nic_address = get_gni_nic_address(device_id);
142
143 all_nic_addresses = (unsigned int *) _foMPI_ALLOC((*newcomm)->commsize * sizeof(
unsigned int));
144 MPI_Allgather((void *) &(*newcomm)->local_nic_address, 1, MPI_UNSIGNED,
all_nic_addresses, 1,
145 MPI_UNSIGNED, comm);
146
147 for (i = 0; i < (*newcomm)->commsize; i++) {
148 if (i == (*newcomm)->commrank) {
149 continue;
150 }
151
152 /*
153 * You must do an EpCreate for each endpoint pair.
154 * That is for each remote node that you will want to communicate with.
155 * The EpBind request updates some fields in the endpoint_handle so
156 * this is the reason that all pairs of endpoints need to be created.
157 *
158 * Create the logical endpoint for each rank.
159 * nic_handle is our NIC handle.
160 * cq_handle is our completion queue handle.
161 * endpoint_handles_array will contain the handle that is returned
162 * for this endpoint instance.
163 */
164
165 status_gni = GNI_EpCreate((*newcomm)->nic_handle, (*newcomm)->cq_handle, &((*
newcomm)->endpoint_handles_array[i]));
166 _check_gni_status(status_gni, GNI_RC_SUCCESS, (char*) __FILE__, __LINE__);
167 _foMPI_TRACE_LOG(3, "GNI_EpCreate remote rank: %4i NIC: %p, CQ: %p, EP: %p\n",
i,
168 (*newcomm)->nic_handle, (*newcomm)->cq_handle,
169 (*newcomm)->endpoint_handles_array[i]);
170
171 /*
172 * Get the remote address to bind to.
173 */
174
175 remote_address = all_nic_addresses[i];
176 /*cdm_id is used in order to have a unique bind_id*/
177 bind_id = _calcBindID(cdm_id, i);
178
179 /*
180 * Bind the remote address to the endpoint handler.
181 * endpoint_handles_array is the endpoint handle that is being bound
182 * remote_address is the address that is being bound to this
183 * endpoint handler
184 * bind_id is an unique user specified identifier for this bind.
185 *
186 */
187
188 status_gni = GNI_EpBind((*newcomm)->endpoint_handles_array[i], remote_address,
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bind_id);
189 _check_gni_status(status_gni, GNI_RC_SUCCESS, (char*) __FILE__, __LINE__);
190 _foMPI_TRACE_LOG(3,
191 "GNI_EpBind remote rank: %4i EP: %p remote_address: %u, remote_id: %u\n
", i,
192 (*newcomm)->endpoint_handles_array[i], remote_address, bind_id);
193
194 }
195 _foMPI_FREE(all_nic_addresses);
196 #endif
197 _foMPI_TRACE_LOG(3, "GNI_Ep Binded\n");
198 //TODO: is that barrier necessary?
199 MPI_Barrier(comm);
200 _foMPI_TRACE_LOG(1, "_foMPI_Comm_Create Completed \n");
201 return MPI_SUCCESS;
202 }
203
204 /*
205 * int MPI_Comm_free(MPI_Comm *comm)
206 * This collective operation marks the communication object for deallocation.
207 * The handle is set to MPI_COMM_NULL. Any pending operations that use this
communicator will complete normally;
208 * the object is actually deallocated only if there are no other active references to
it.
209 * This call applies to intra- and inter-communicators.
210 * The delete callback functions for all cached attributes (see Section 6.7) are called
in arbitrary order.
211 */
212 int _foMPI_Comm_free(_foMPI_Comm *communicator) {
213 if (*communicator == foMPI_COMM_NULL)
214 return MPI_ERR_COMM;
215 return _foMPI_Comm_free_internal("", communicator);
216 }
217
218 /*
219 * Internal Functions
220 */
221
222 static int _foMPI_Comm_free_internal(char const *str, _foMPI_Comm *communicator) {
223 gni_return_t status_gni = GNI_RC_SUCCESS;
224
225 #ifdef UGNI
226 int i = 0;
227 if (strcmp(str, "EXIT_MEMORY") == 0)
228 goto EXIT_MEMORY;
229 if (strcmp(str, "EXIT_ENDPOINT") == 0)
230 goto EXIT_ENDPOINT;
231 if (strcmp(str, "EXIT_CQ") == 0)
232 goto EXIT_CQ;
233 if (strcmp(str, "EXIT_DOMAIN") == 0)
234 goto EXIT_DOMAIN;
235
236 #ifdef NOTIFICATION_SOFTWARE_AGENT
237 (*communicator)->exit_softwareAgents = 1;
238 pthread_join((*communicator)->destination_queue_software_agent,
239 NULL /* void ** return value could go here */);
240 #endif
241 /*correct cleanup requires empty local completion queue*/
242 _foMPI_Comm_flush_all_internal(*communicator);
243 EXIT_MEMORY:
244 /*if we need some service memory exposed*/
245
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246 EXIT_ENDPOINT:
247 /*
248 * Remove the endpoints to all of the ranks.
249 *
250 * Note: if there are outstanding events in the completion queue,
251 * the endpoint can not be unbound.
252 */
253 for (i = 0; i < (*communicator)->commsize; i++) {
254 if (i == (*communicator)->commrank)
255 continue;
256
257 if ((*communicator)->endpoint_handles_array[i] == 0) {
258 /* This endpoint does not exist. */
259 continue;
260 }
261
262 /*
263 * Unbind the remote address from the endpoint handler.
264 * endpoint_handles_array is the endpoint handle that is being unbound
265 */
266 status_gni = GNI_EpUnbind((*communicator)->endpoint_handles_array[i]);
267 _check_gni_status(status_gni, GNI_RC_SUCCESS, (char*) __FILE__, __LINE__);
268
269 _foMPI_TRACE_LOG(5, "GNI_EpUnbind remote rank: %4i EP: %p\n", i,
270 (*communicator)->endpoint_handles_array[i]);
271
272 /*
273 * You must do an EpDestroy for each endpoint pair.
274 *
275 * Destroy the logical endpoint for each rank.
276 * endpoint_handles_array is the endpoint handle that is being
277 * destroyed.
278 */
279
280 status_gni = GNI_EpDestroy((*communicator)->endpoint_handles_array[i]);
281 _check_gni_status(status_gni, GNI_RC_SUCCESS, (char*) __FILE__, __LINE__);
282 _foMPI_TRACE_LOG(5, "GNI_EpDestroy remote rank: %4i EP: %p\n", i,
283 (*communicator)->endpoint_handles_array[i]);
284 }
285 _foMPI_TRACE_LOG(3, "GNI_Ep Destroy Completed");
286
287 /*
288 * Free allocated memory.
289 */
290 _foMPI_FREE((void * ) (*communicator)->endpoint_handles_array);
291
292 EXIT_CQ:
293 /*
294 * Destroy the completion queue.
295 * cq_handle is the handle that is being destroyed.
296 */
297
298 status_gni = GNI_CqDestroy((*communicator)->cq_handle);
299 _check_gni_status(status_gni, GNI_RC_SUCCESS, (char*) __FILE__, __LINE__);
300 _foMPI_TRACE_LOG(3, "GNI_CqDestroy source\n");
301
302 EXIT_DOMAIN:
303 /*
304 * Clean up the communication domain handle.
305 */
306 status_gni = GNI_CdmDestroy((*communicator)->cdm_handle);
307 _check_gni_status(status_gni, GNI_RC_SUCCESS, (char*) __FILE__, __LINE__);
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308 _foMPI_TRACE_LOG(3, "GNI_CdmDestroy\n");
309 #endif
310
311 _foMPI_FREE((void * ) *communicator);
312 *communicator = foMPI_COMM_NULL;
313
314 return status_gni;
315 }
316
317 inline int _foMPI_Comm_flush_all_internal(_foMPI_Comm communicator) {
318 #ifdef UGNI
319 /*
320 * Check the source completion queue to verify that the message has
321 * been received. The source completion queue needs to be checked and
322 * events to be removed so that it does not become full and cause
323 * succeeding calls to PostCqWrite to fail.
324 */
325
326 /*
327 * Get all of the data completion queue events.
328 */
329 while (communicator->counter_ugni_nbi > 0) {
330 ugni_Dequeue_local_event(communicator);
331 _foMPI_TRACE_LOG(5, "checking %"PRIu64" CQ events\n", communicator->
counter_ugni_nbi);
332 }
333 #endif
334 _foMPI_TRACE_LOG(1, "_foMPI_Comm_all_flush_internal Completed\n");
335 return MPI_SUCCESS;
336 }
337
338 static inline int _ugni_Dequeue_local_event(_foMPI_Comm comm) {
339
340 gni_post_descriptor_t *event_post_desc_ptr;
341
342 gni_cq_entry_t event_data = 0;
343 uint64_t event_type;
344 gni_return_t status = GNI_RC_NOT_DONE;
345
346 /*
347 * Check the completion queue to verify that the message request has
348 * been sent. The source completion queue needs to be checked and
349 * events to be removed so that it does not become full and cause
350 * succeeding calls to PostRdma to fail.
351 */
352 while (status == GNI_RC_NOT_DONE) {
353
354 /*
355 * Get the next event from the source completion queue handle.
356 */
357
358 status = GNI_CqGetEvent(comm->cq_handle, &event_data);
359 if (status == GNI_RC_SUCCESS) {
360
361 /*
362 * Processed event succesfully.
363 */
364
365 event_type = GNI_CQ_GET_TYPE(event_data);
366
367 if (event_type == GNI_CQ_EVENT_TYPE_POST || event_type == GNI_CQ_EVENT_TYPE_MSGQ)
{
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368 _foMPI_TRACE_LOG(5, "GNI_CqGetEvent source type: %lu inst_id: %lu tid:
%lu event: 0x%16.16lx\n", event_type, GNI_CQ_GET_INST_ID(event_data),
GNI_CQ_GET_TID(event_data), event_data);
369
370 /* process received event */
371 status = GNI_GetCompleted(comm->cq_handle, event_data, &event_post_desc_ptr);
372 _check_gni_status(status, GNI_RC_SUCCESS, (char*) __FILE__, __LINE__);
373
374 _foMPI_Comm_free_ugni_data_descriptor(event_post_desc_ptr,comm);
375
376 _foMPI_TRACE_LOG(3, "GNI_CqGetCompleted source type: %lu inst_id: %lu
tid: %lu event: 0x%16.16lx\n", event_type, GNI_CQ_GET_INST_ID(event_data),
GNI_CQ_GET_TID(event_data), event_data);
377
378 } else {
379 _foMPI_ERR_LOG("GNI_CqGetEvent source type: %lu inst_id: %lu event: 0x
%16.16lx\n", event_type, GNI_CQ_GET_DATA(event_data), event_data);
380 }
381 } else if (status != GNI_RC_NOT_DONE) {
382 //TODO: use dmapp to re-send data
383 int error_code = 1;
384
385 /*
386 * An error occurred getting the event.
387 */
388
389 char *cqErrorStr;
390 char *cqOverrunErrorStr = "";
391 gni_return_t tmp_status = GNI_RC_SUCCESS;
392
393 #ifdef CRAY_CONFIG_GHAL_ARIES
394 uint32_t status_code = GNI_CQ_GET_STATUS(event_data);
395 if (status_code == A_STATUS_AT_PROTECTION_ERR) {
396 return 1;
397 }
398 #endif
399
400 /*
401 * Did the event queue overrun condition occurred?
402 * This means that all of the event queue entries were used up
403 * and another event occurred, i.e. there was no entry available
404 * to put the new event into.
405 */
406 if (GNI_CQ_OVERRUN(event_data)) {
407 cqOverrunErrorStr = "CQ_OVERRUN detected ";
408 error_code = 2;
409 _foMPI_ERR_LOG("ERROR CQ_OVERRUN detected\n");
410 }
411
412 cqErrorStr = (char *) _foMPI_ALLOC(256);
413 if (cqErrorStr != NULL) {
414 // Print a user understandable error message.
415
416 tmp_status = GNI_CqErrorStr(event_data, cqErrorStr, 256);
417 if (tmp_status == GNI_RC_SUCCESS) {
418 _foMPI_ERR_LOG("GNI_CqGetEvent ERROR %s status: %s (%d) inst_id: %lu event
: 0x%16.16lx GNI_CqErrorStr: %s\n", cqOverrunErrorStr, gni_err_str[status],
status, GNI_CQ_GET_INST_ID(event_data), event_data, cqErrorStr);
419 } else {
420 // Print the error number
421
422 _foMPI_ERR_LOG("GNI_CqGetEvent ERROR %s status: %s (%d) inst_id: %lu event
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: 0x%16.16lx\n", cqOverrunErrorStr, gni_err_str[status], status,
GNI_CQ_GET_INST_ID(event_data), event_data);
423 }
424 _foMPI_FREE(cqErrorStr);
425 } else {
426 // Print the error number
427
428 _foMPI_ERR_LOG("GNI_CqGetEvent ERROR %s status: %s (%d) inst_id: %lu event:
0x%16.16lx\n", cqOverrunErrorStr, gni_err_str[status], status, GNI_CQ_GET_INST_ID(
event_data), event_data);
429 }
430 abort();
431 } else {
432 // An event has not been received yet.
433 // busy Wait
434 }
435 }
436 return MPI_SUCCESS;
437 }
Listing 1: foMPI-NA code excerpt - uGNI CDM handling
Another not negligible part of the work involved the implementation of the test suite,
that verifies that our implementation is MPI and Notified Access compliant, and the
implementations of all the benchmarks and applications. These two phase, required
several additional lines of code and around two month more.
We would like also to list again what are the feasible implementation improvements
that could led foMPI-NA to have better performances:
• When an indexed put is issued, foMPI-NA splits it in several contiguous puts. Since
DMAPP provides a set of calls capable of transferring directly some non contiguous
data (maybe more efficiently) , future implementations should use them.
• The first implementation of the UQ is very simple and unable to exploit the
memory hierarchy at best. Future versions of foMPI-NA should implement a
locality-conscious lock-free UQ.
• Our implementation of the intra-node transmission of notifications uses locks. That
should be avoided in future versions of the software.
• foMPI-NA should keep an internal data structure that keeps track of which segments
are registered within the NIC. This feature can be helpful in case of RMA transfer
between different windows. The implementation should be able to recognize that
the segment is already registered and avoid to register it twice.
• FMA does not need the registration within the NIC for issuing remote write. For
this reasons we should test the overhead needed for the registration and evaluate
another threshold that indicates if is more convenient to register the segment or
still use FMA in case the source buffer is not registered to the memory.
Other minor improvements are directly indicated in the source code.
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A.3: Benchmarks
In this section we present all the statistics calculated over the data gathered executing
the experiments presented in section 5. In each experiment we calculated the minimum
value (min), the maximum value (max), the average (avg), the median (med) and finally
the standard deviation in order to understand the quality of measurements. We used the
last one in order to calculate confidence intervals. For the sake of brevity we omit the
lower upper quantile values.
Ping-pong Experiment
Inter-node Experiment Using Remote Writes
Byte sent Latency Half Round-Trip Time (µs) StandardDeviationmin max avg med
8 0.984 126.06 1.272 1.04 3.851
16 0.975 124.69 1.19 1.036 3.7603
32 0.982 124.96 1.195 1.038 3.7453
64 0.973 124.98 1.198 1.034 3.7555
128 0.984 125.03 1.256 1.043 3.7856
256 1.003 128.88 2.227 1.054 5.5535
512 1.022 124.67 1.295 1.075 3.7966
1024 1.08 125.53 1.334 1.149 3.7544
2048 1.493 122.77 1.734 1.546 3.6718
4096 1.693 147.34 2.068 1.75 4.3909
8192 2.107 123.33 2.371 2.168 3.6611
16384 2.933 124.15 3.333 3.007 3.7188
32768 4.588 125.93 5.052 4.79 3.6708
65536 7.884 129.27 8.402 8.002 3.7902
131072 14.516 230.27 15.489 14.619 7.8519
262144 27.731 150.93 28.301 27.951 3.7786
Table 2: Statistics of the ping-pong experiment (Message Passing Version).
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Byte sent Latency Half Round-Trip Time (µs) StandardDeviationmin max avg med
8 2.852 4.72 2.976 2.938 0.1117
16 2.821 5.41 2.989 2.925 0.15
32 2.852 55.29 2.996 2.935 0.9119
64 2.848 53.95 3.05 2.946 1.3735
128 2.872 8.92 3.011 2.954 0.2609
256 2.878 4.93 3.044 2.972 0.1644
512 2.92 4.2 3.125 3.032 0.187
1024 3.058 29.2 3.297 3.155 0.4883
2048 3.293 4.94 3.521 3.4 0.2365
4096 3.848 15.46 4.111 3.94 0.3914
8192 4.109 217.45 5.522 4.349 8.7216
16384 5.099 66.05 5.428 5.185 1.3009
32768 6.723 36.62 7.33 6.859 0.7562
65536 10.034 61.81 10.759 10.835 1.0306
131072 16.665 36.03 17.392 17.563 0.715
262144 29.883 263.92 31.375 30.098 7.1655
Table 3: Statistics of the ping-pong experiment (PSCW Version).
Byte sent Latency Half Round-Trip Time (µs) StandardDeviationmin max avg med
8 0.984 126.06 1.272 1.04 3.851
16 0.975 124.69 1.19 1.036 3.7603
32 0.982 124.96 1.195 1.038 3.7453
64 0.973 124.98 1.198 1.034 3.7555
128 0.984 125.03 1.256 1.043 3.7856
256 1.003 128.88 2.227 1.054 5.5535
512 1.022 124.67 1.295 1.075 3.7966
1024 1.08 125.53 1.334 1.149 3.7544
2048 1.493 122.77 1.734 1.546 3.6718
4096 1.693 147.34 2.068 1.75 4.3909
8192 2.107 123.33 2.371 2.168 3.6611
16384 2.933 124.15 3.333 3.007 3.7188
32768 4.588 125.93 5.052 4.79 3.6708
65536 7.884 129.27 8.402 8.002 3.7902
131072 14.516 230.27 15.489 14.619 7.8519
262144 27.731 150.93 28.301 27.951 3.7786
Table 4: Statistics of the ping-pong experiment (Notified Access Version).
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Byte sent Latency Half Round-Trip Time (µs) StandardDeviationmin max avg med
8 1.04 122.8 1.27 1.11 3.73
16 1.02 123.7 1.26 1.11 3.73
32 1.04 122.7 1.59 1.11 4.41
64 1.03 122.8 1.26 1.1 3.73
128 1.04 123.2 1.3 1.13 3.73
256 1.04 122.5 1.32 1.21 3.73
512 1.07 146.8 1.37 1.35 4.13
1024 1.14 122.8 1.43 1.42 3.72
2048 3.62 63.1 3.88 3.89 1.81
4096 3.76 63.3 4.04 4.03 1.81
8192 4 63.9 4.33 4.3 2.13
16384 4.54 64.9 4.97 4.87 1.87
32768 6.05 66.6 6.96 6.78 2.34
65536 9.51 70.6 10.85 10.65 2.59
131072 16.37 78 18.36 17.81 3.69
262144 30.2 92.8 32.22 31.76 3.58
Table 5: Statistics of the ping-pong experiment (Notified Access Version using a non registered
buffer).
Byte sent Latency Half Round-Trip Time (µs) StandardDeviationmin max avg med
8 0.778 3 0.81 0.785 0.0756
16 0.775 6.18 0.814 0.783 0.1326
32 0.786 1.91 0.83 0.795 0.0736
64 0.791 6.41 0.819 0.798 0.0981
128 0.797 25.81 0.867 0.839 0.409
256 0.865 36.56 0.942 0.875 0.5726
512 0.907 9.2 1.002 0.943 0.2148
1024 1.05 2.34 1.124 1.072 0.0938
2048 1.288 6.7 1.397 1.32 0.1683
4096 1.715 6.87 1.819 1.758 0.1625
8192 2.119 3.32 2.22 2.162 0.1197
16384 2.936 28.78 3.048 2.966 0.4357
32768 4.588 25.59 4.736 4.668 0.4404
65536 7.922 29.54 8.072 7.983 0.656
131072 14.497 30.6 14.744 14.613 0.4234
262144 27.738 75.32 28.083 27.875 0.8987
Table 6: Statistics of the ping-pong experiment (No Synchronization Version).
Intra-node Experiment Using Remote Writes
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Byte sent Latency Half Round-Trip Time (µs) StandardDeviationmin max avg med
8 0.2011 0.668 0.2202 0.215 0.04169
16 0.2138 0.482 0.2302 0.225 0.02538
32 0.2258 0.448 0.2558 0.2531 0.0232
64 0.2235 0.458 0.2565 0.2538 0.02107
128 0.2358 0.427 0.2719 0.2725 0.01977
256 0.2565 0.504 0.2899 0.2877 0.02527
512 0.2854 0.491 0.3169 0.3142 0.02424
1024 0.345 0.59 0.4131 0.4092 0.02504
2048 0.48 1.425 0.5577 0.5531 0.05703
4096 0.7404 0.91 0.8007 0.8023 0.0171
8192 0.9638 3.727 1.1269 1.025 0.27624
16384 1.5327 3.491 1.6958 1.6383 0.19156
32768 2.6772 3.941 2.8609 2.8041 0.18712
65536 4.8391 6.65 5.0778 5.0293 0.23
131072 9.5678 11.098 9.8081 9.7492 0.21754
262144 21.1265 23.404 21.6482 21.666 0.28951
Table 7: Statistics of the ping-pong experiment (Message Passing Version).
Byte sent Latency Half Round-Trip Time (µs) StandardDeviationmin max avg med
8 0.2492 1.559 0.2841 0.2792 0.07737
16 0.2554 0.33 0.2807 0.2792 0.01402
32 0.2542 0.332 0.2815 0.2811 0.0151
64 0.2558 0.346 0.2856 0.2854 0.01644
128 0.2588 0.342 0.2877 0.2867 0.01503
256 0.265 0.347 0.2953 0.2952 0.0169
512 0.2765 0.383 0.31 0.309 0.01819
1024 0.3073 0.393 0.3418 0.3415 0.01752
2048 0.38 0.964 0.4145 0.4104 0.03836
4096 0.5254 0.599 0.5544 0.555 0.0139
8192 0.8138 0.886 0.8454 0.8454 0.0103
16384 1.3842 2.606 1.4408 1.4265 0.09748
32768 2.4692 2.644 2.5547 2.5526 0.03294
65536 4.5033 5.689 4.7408 4.7232 0.12457
131072 9.349 9.89 9.5415 9.545 0.06287
262144 21.4322 23.318 21.6205 21.5968 0.19216
Table 8: Statistics of the ping-pong experiment (PSCW Version).
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Byte sent Latency Half Round-Trip Time (µs) StandardDeviationmin max avg med
8 0.2027 0.274 0.2371 0.2402 0.01349
16 0.2042 0.277 0.238 0.2404 0.01436
32 0.1938 0.267 0.2256 0.2242 0.0125
64 0.25 4.557 0.3462 0.2771 0.51144
128 0.2538 3.504 0.341 0.2811 0.44033
256 0.2615 3.996 0.3509 0.2904 0.44966
512 0.2742 3.716 0.3663 0.3073 0.44293
1024 0.31 3.765 0.3976 0.3392 0.43283
2048 0.3808 4.169 0.4718 0.41 0.45624
4096 0.5265 3.601 0.6138 0.5542 0.4199
8192 0.8038 4.046 0.8991 0.8361 0.43488
16384 1.38 5.331 1.4967 1.4253 0.44503
32768 2.4711 7.451 2.6624 2.5684 0.59072
65536 4.5529 9.334 4.8113 4.7194 0.58642
131072 9.3513 13.967 9.598 9.5082 0.55147
262144 21.3968 23.331 21.5782 21.5667 0.14831
Table 9: Statistics of the ping-pong experiment (Notified Access Version).
Byte sent Latency Half Round-Trip Time (µs) StandardDeviationmin max avg med
8 0.0738 0.11 0.0955 0.0965 0.00523
16 0.0827 0.12 0.0954 0.0965 0.00544
32 0.0815 0.123 0.0961 0.0965 0.00656
64 0.0827 0.123 0.0965 0.0973 0.00664
128 0.0931 0.133 0.1029 0.1027 0.00661
256 0.1 0.145 0.11 0.1088 0.00801
512 0.1162 0.192 0.1343 0.1311 0.01184
1024 0.1519 0.228 0.176 0.1763 0.01366
2048 0.2104 0.313 0.2364 0.2371 0.01524
4096 0.3465 0.46 0.3709 0.3677 0.0158
8192 0.6273 0.715 0.6457 0.6411 0.01542
16384 1.1915 1.293 1.2145 1.2119 0.01529
32768 2.2926 2.487 2.3725 2.3689 0.0315
65536 4.348 6.164 4.5374 4.5102 0.13888
131072 9.2136 9.474 9.3336 9.3284 0.0445
262144 21.2467 32.173 21.4671 21.4035 0.7332
Table 10: Statistics of the ping-pong experiment (No Synchronization Version).
Inter-Node Experiment Using Remote Reads
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Byte sent Latency Half Round-Trip Time (µs) StandardDeviationmin max avg med
8 4.0577 5.633 4.1924 4.1878 0.09739
16 3.3432 5.308 3.4229 3.4222 0.08655
32 3.3736 4.181 3.4368 3.4347 0.05663
64 3.3889 3.527 3.4418 3.4433 0.02285
128 3.4331 4.82 3.4996 3.4981 0.05891
256 3.4682 4.004 3.5229 3.5232 0.03206
512 3.5266 3.715 3.5783 3.5809 0.02551
1024 3.8647 5.291 4.0367 4.0354 0.06785
2048 4.6989 5.567 5.1574 5.1703 0.07897
4096 3.8755 4.77 3.9948 3.9855 0.08455
8192 4.3343 5.187 4.4067 4.3966 0.08244
16384 5.1622 5.796 5.2444 5.2296 0.08105
32768 6.816 8.06 6.9019 6.89 0.08936
65536 10.1238 10.737 10.2317 10.2019 0.09695
131072 16.7344 17.495 16.8336 16.8306 0.05212
262144 29.9684 52.206 30.2038 30.0921 1.47357
Table 11: Statistics of the ping-pong experiment (PSCW Version).
Byte sent Latency Half Round-Trip Time (µs) StandardDeviationmin max avg med
8 1.5814 2.854 1.6738 1.6133 0.19457
16 1.581 2.768 1.6688 1.6133 0.18639
32 1.5922 3.249 1.6848 1.6268 0.20553
64 1.6106 2.303 1.685 1.641 0.14902
128 1.6176 2.924 1.7054 1.6495 0.19093
256 1.6245 2.829 1.7127 1.6656 0.1555
512 1.6856 3.023 1.7668 1.7199 0.16089
1024 2.0602 3.666 2.1655 2.1002 0.21959
2048 1.7691 25.683 1.8928 1.7979 0.99207
4096 1.9645 2.586 1.9992 1.9962 0.03474
8192 2.366 7.165 2.4338 2.4129 0.255
16384 3.2058 4.228 3.242 3.2386 0.04326
32768 4.8515 5.95 4.9114 4.8991 0.0727
65536 8.1644 9.421 8.2413 8.2124 0.11109
131072 14.7661 15.163 14.845 14.8402 0.03375
262144 27.9886 28.495 28.1013 28.0977 0.0462
Table 12: Statistics of the ping-pong experiment (Notified Access Version).
Computation/Communication Overlap Experiment
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Byte sent Average Time (µs) Percentage StandardDeviationoverlap comm comp
8 3.3 1.56 2.37 40.41 7.691
16 3.09 1.39 2.14 31.43 9.1131
32 3.09 1.4 2.14 31.97 8.9215
64 3.09 1.4 2.14 31.8 8.4592
128 3.14 1.4 2.14 28.5 14.8909
256 3.11 1.4 2.14 30.87 8.8265
512 3.17 1.43 2.19 31.57 7.8193
1024 3.69 1.64 2.49 26.85 22.1834
2048 4.33 1.89 2.87 22.5 6.4519
4096 5.66 2.43 3.65 17.03 5.5227
8192 10.06 5.7 8.57 73.72 22.924
16384 11.01 6.36 9.57 77.46 2.2639
32768 13.7 8.1 12.25 82.12 1.8693
65536 18.83 11.59 17.4 87.63 1.2291
131072 29.29 18.57 27.9 92.54 0.9186
262144 50.2 32.46 48.81 95.72 4.5674
Table 13: Statistics of the computation/communication overlap experiment (Message Passing
Version).
Byte sent Average Time (µs) Percentage StandardDeviationoverlap comm comp
8 7 2.84 4.28 3.98 4.3471
16 6.93 2.8 4.22 3.18 4.0239
32 6.93 2.8 4.22 3.43 4.2478
64 6.98 2.81 4.27 3.63 3.6892
128 7.01 2.84 4.28 3.45 4.3154
256 7.12 2.87 4.33 2.62 3.6706
512 7.27 2.94 4.43 3.44 3.0939
1024 7.57 3.06 4.61 3.37 3.5486
2048 8.2 3.32 5.01 3.7 3.4725
4096 8.42 3.93 5.95 37.21 2.5825
8192 9.13 4.35 6.62 42.28 16.7259
16384 10.32 5.2 7.86 52.66 2.6027
32768 12.89 6.93 10.44 64.7 1.856
65536 18.13 10.41 15.72 76.79 1.4963
131072 28.43 17.28 26.02 86.09 3.2887
262144 49.22 31.22 46.87 92.47 2.7827
Table 14: Statistics of the computation/communication overlap experiment (One Sided Version).
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Byte sent Average Time (µs) Percentage StandardDeviationoverlap comm comp
8 3.88 1.84 2.81 42.07 20.1623
16 3.82 1.81 2.75 40.74 21.0015
32 3.82 1.81 2.75 40.81 20.6063
64 3.85 1.82 2.75 39.54 34.3881
128 3.83 1.83 2.75 40.74 20.0103
256 3.92 1.84 2.81 39.57 33.9817
512 3.94 1.85 2.81 38.78 33.7259
1024 4.12 1.92 2.92 37.63 32.1959
2048 4.59 2.33 3.53 54.43 45.7577
4096 4.79 2.54 3.81 61.44 20.094
8192 5.49 2.96 4.48 65.83 26.8021
16384 6.83 3.86 5.82 73.9 20.9236
32768 9.39 5.55 8.39 81.97 14.5638
65536 14.55 9 13.52 88.52 11.1784
131072 24.56 15.61 23.42 92.69 9.1737
262144 45.56 29.6 44.41 96.1 5.4135
Table 15: Statistics of the computation/communication overlap experiment (Notified Access
Version).
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A.4: Applications
In this Appendix we include the tables containing the results of the pipeline stencil and
the Cholesky factorization experiments. For the sake of brevity we omit the results about
the reduction: we tried several different combinations and the data retrieved requires
too much space on this document. A website illustrating complete results will be soon
available at http://spcl.inf.ethz.ch/ .
Pipeline Stencil
PEs Billions of Memory Operations per Second (GMOPS)
Notified Access Message Passing One Sided PSCW One Sided fence
4 0.791 0.637 0.311 0.345
8 1.16 0.823 0.339 0.284
12 1.352 0.952 0.361 0.245
16 1.453 0.971 0.347 0.228
20 1.522 1.016 0.355 0.196
24 1.549 1.053 0.357 0.194
28 1.563 1.083 0.367 0.193
32 1.558 1.092 0.362 0.19
36 1.546 1.095 0.362 0.167
40 1.536 1.111 0.361 0.162
48 1.508 1.129 0.365 0.161
Table 16: Performances of the pipeline stencil computation in GMOPS varying the number of
PEs (strong scaling experiment).
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PEs Billions of Memory Operations per Second (GMOPS)
Notified Access Message Passing One Sided PSCW
4 0.01356 0.01011 0.00377
8 0.03551 0.02277 0.00871
16 0.0849 0.04998 0.01882
32 0.18494 0.09756 0.0382
64 0.38228 0.19296 0.07846
128 0.7224 0.3697 0.15373
Table 17: Performances of the pipeline stencil computation in GMOPS varying the number of
PEs (weak scaling experiment).
Cholesky Factorization
PEs Notified Access Message Passing One Sided PSCWGMOPS Std. Dev GMOPSe Std. Dev GMOPS Std. Dev
4 0.01356 5.00E-04 0.01011 2.57E-03 0.00377 5.22E-05
8 0.03551 2.61E-03 0.02277 2.85E-03 0.00871 5.52E-04
16 0.0849 3.62E-03 0.04998 4.91E-03 0.01882 5.69E-04
32 0.18494 2.91E-04 0.09756 1.40E-03 0.0382 7.86E-04
64 0.38228 1.07E-03 0.19296 3.24E-03 0.07846 1.07E-02
128 0.7224 8.25E-03 0.3697 4.07E-03 0.15373 8.99E-03
Table 18: Performances of the pipeline stencil computation in GMOPS varying the number of
PEs (weak scaling experiment).
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Acronyms
ASIC Application Specific Integrated Circuit. 13
BTE Block Transfer Engine. 38, 39
CE Collectives Engine. 69
CLE Cray Linux Environment. 12
DAG Direct Acyclic Graph. 71
DMA Direct MEmory Access. 6
DMAPP Distributed Shared Memory Application. 13
FMA Fast Memory Access. 38, 39
GHAL Generic Hardware Abstraction Layer. 13
GNI Generic Network Interface. 13
MPI Message Passing Interface. 19
NIC Network Interface Controller. 38
PE Processing Element. 5
PGAS Partitioned Global Address Space. 1, 13, 39
RDMA Remote Direct Memory Access. 1, 6
RMA Remote Memory Access. 1
RTS Run Time System. 1
RTT Round Trip Time. 54, 55
UPC Unified Parallel C. 1
UQ Unexpected Queue. 30
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